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AND THE
SUN POURS
DOWN LIKE
HONEY...
Recognising the growing demand amongst travellers for a much deeper 
connection to a destination, here at Carrier we’re always looking beyond 
the place you visit to curate exceptional experiences. 

It’s not just about where you can go but who you can be and how you can 
feel, so this issue of our magazine is of course brimful of revelations from 
the world of luxury travel, but will also inspire your dreams and ignite your 
senses with opportunities for enlightenment, wellbeing, self-discovery 
and fulfilment.  Whether you’re dreaming of lunch on the equator or of 
navigating the Arctic in a submarine, a bike ride with a former two-time 
cycling champion or exploring parts of the globe untouched by ordinary 
travellers – all of this is possible and so much more.

And in this chaotic 21st Century life, it has never been more important 
for ‘me-time’, so we show you how to put yourself first; indulge in a bath 
drawn on demand from your very own pampering menu or awaken your 
inner-self with spiritual storytelling from a local Balinese healer. 
We also share a few little secrets of our own, including when you can 
enjoy the African wilderness all to yourself and where to find fragrant 
honey renowned for its health benefits and medicinal properties. 
So what are you waiting for? Delve in…
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TRAVEL 
NOTES

TRAVEL AT A GLANCE

Up in 
the AIR

Virgin Atlantic has 
collaborated with leading 

scent designer Rachel Vosper 
to launch a bespoke scent.  

The unique fragrance, AIR, 
embodies warm and exotic 
notes inspired by the four 

continents of the airline’s top 
destinations and will heighten 

the sense of excitement 
throughout check-in, at the 
airport gates, Clubhouses 

and boarding all cabins. 
You can continue the happy 

holiday feeling at home, 
with the luxurious candle 

version of AIR.

In Turkey on the Aegean 
coastline, Six Senses 
Kaplankaya opens this spring 
after an exciting transformation. 
Guests will be welcomed with 
Six Senses enhancements to 
the hotel’s design, wellness 
and environmental standards. 
Unique experiences such as the 
opportunity to mix up potions 
and cures at the Alchemy Bar, 
reconnecting to the natural 
world at the Earth Lab and a 
23-metre meditation walk to the 
resort’s signature spa complete 
the Six Senses treatment.

Just for grown
-upsThe epitome of desert-island-

decadence and long-time 
Maldivian favourite, ultra-
luxe Huvafen Fushi is now 
exclusively for adults. This 
private island resort doesn’t 
put a foot wrong when it  
comes to romance; think 
private spaces, ethereal 
seascapes, intimate dining 
experiences and the first and 
only underwater spa in the 
world. If life’s a beach, we 
know where we’d choose.

A new 
London option
From June 2018 travellers can 
enjoy daily services through 
Dubai to Australia, New 
Zealand, Thailand, Bali and 
the Indian Ocean from London 
Stansted with Emirates. 
This new gateway will be the 
seventh UK airport served by 
the airline and will be operated 
by its new three-class Boeing 
777-300ER fitted with game 
changing, fully enclosed 
private suites in First Class, as 
well as refreshed Business and 
Economy class cabins.

Next level 
luxury
A world of exclusive pampering 
now awaits at Crete’s Domes 
Noruz Chania with the launch 
of their Haute Living Selection. 
Guests staying in the resort’s 
Sublime Lofts SV and Haven 
Suites will enjoy unparalleled 
services and amenities such 
as Meal Around Half Board, 
tailor-made monogram 
bathrobes, an exclusive 
beach bag, and an interactive 
mixology class with the hotel’s 
award-winning drink chefs.

Kenya Airways 
Opens up a new world of 

African exploration from June 
2018 with the launch of their 

thrice weekly direct flight  
Cape Town to Nairobi.

A hub for high-society and 
celebrities alike, legendary 
Eden Rock St Barths will 

reopen this December. 
Following Hurricane Irma last 

year, the hotel has embarked 
on an extensive restoration 

project in collaboration with 
Martin Brudnizki Design 

Studio. The revamp, which  
will see the Sand Bar, Villa 

Nina and Villa Rockstar 
redesigned, will reflect the 
resort’s unique spirit and 

ensure the hotel continues 
to be one of the finest resort 

destinations in the world.

Return of 
an ICON

A new natural beauty

Let them 
eat cake

Known for its classic afternoon tea, Capella Singapore has 
launched a healthier option - Wellness Tea Time. Created 

by raw food chef, Sandra Lim, this delicious, pampering 
(and kind to the waistline) experience will delight with a 

symphony of gluten-and-dairy-free creations. Those with a 
sweet tooth will adore the ‘colourful medley’; a trio of sweet 
delicacies made with unrefined sugar and vegan chocolate 

chips. To finish off the experience, guests can take their pick 
from a selection of Ronnefeldt Ayurvedic teas. Who knew 

healthy living could taste so good?
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Let us take you on a journey and open your 
mind to new and personal experiences that 
excite and surprise travellers of all ages.  
Live life as a cowboy on a working ranch 
or help newborn turtles make their first 
tentative journey to the water. Adventure, 
enlightenment, fulfilment – wherever next?

Above: Private dining on the beach at Gili Lankanfushi, Maldives
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EXPLORE THE WORLD COMBINING QUALITY FAMILY TIME 
TOGETHER WITH SEEING NEW THINGS AND LEARNING  

NEW TRICKS. WE REVEAL SOME OF OUR FAVOURITE  
PARENT-PLEASING PLACES THAT FULFIL THE DREAMS 

OF YOUNG AND OLD.

ADULTS WILL LOVE: 
The wellness offerings 
ranging from beach 
bootcamp to the spa 
with a dizzying 50-page 
treatment menu.
KIDS WILL LOVE:  
Movie nights under  
the star-studded sky.

INSPIRE DREAMS

ISLAND LIFE IN THE INDIAN OCEAN

A playground paradise for 
all ages, Kanuhura on the 
Maldives’ Lhaviyani Atoll 
gives families the run of 
three private islands with 
safe swimming, a floating 
waterpark, snorkelling, turtle 
sanctuary visits and dolphin- 
and manta-spotting tours.

Organised fun at the K Club 
for ages 4-11 ranges from 
pirate dress-up cruises, 
Boduberu drum lessons and 
chocolate-making to yoga 
classes, while Kokaa Spa offers 
mini-massages. Babysitters 
take care of younger kids – 
perhaps bringing them to the 
splash pool or outdoor wooden 
jungle gym – while teens get 
together for fishing trips and 
beach volleyball. As they’re off 

having fun, play tennis, take 
a dip in the freshwater pool,
go for a bike ride, try out 
some water sports or even 
sign up for a Maldivian 
warrior workout.

The largest of the cool, 
contemporary Beach 
Bungalows and Villas sleep 
eight; many have private pools. 
Bag a stilted water villa and you 
can swim with fish in the lagoon 
off your very own sundeck.

Eight bars and restaurants – 
including the candlelit Chef’s 
Herb Garden – keep everyone 
happy. Kids’ favourites are 
Bottega with its artisan pizzas 
and the Korean yakiniku 
barbecues at barefoot beach 
restaurant, Veli.
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WILDLIFE  
AND WATER SPORTS 
IN THE WEST INDIES

Raft-building, zip-wiring and 
rainforest treks delight ages 
7–12 years at chic Carlisle Bay 
in Antigua, while younger ones 
enjoy the likes of treasure hunts 
and arts and crafts at the kids’ 
club with its sandpit, paddling 
pool and jungle gym.

With a heavenly beachfront 
setting against a backdrop of 
lush hills and tropical forest, this 
resort has separate adult and 
family sections, meaning you 
won’t ever feel your offspring 
are getting under anyone’s feet. 

The bay itself is secluded, with 
calm water perfect for kids. 
Families love kayaking out to 
mangrove lagoons to spot birds 

and fish. Serene, spacious 
ocean-view suites are just the 
ticket for families – prize picks 
are the Beach Terrace Suites 
with direct access to the family 
half of the crescent beach. 
Child-friendly dining at Indigo 
on the Beach (grills, seafood 
and salads) includes flexible 
kid’s menus, or there’s pizza and 
other Italian fare at poolside 
Ottimo! and pan-Asian at East.

ADULTS WILL LOVE: 
Sundowners around the 
copper firepit at the sand-
between-the-toes Jetty Bar.
KIDS WILL LOVE:  
Kayaking trips to see turtles.

CARIBBEAN 
CASTAWAYS 

Swooping pelicans and nesting 
turtles set the scene at the 
300-acre private hideaway 
of Jumby Bay Island off 
Antigua. Raw nature is the star 
here, and the Jumby Explorers 
club invites junior guests on 
kayaking trips and outdoor 
adventures that include 
tracking down the island’s 
black belly sheep and helping 
at the Hawksbill Turtle 
Preservation Programme. 

You, meanwhile, can get 
in some serious R&R in a 
hammock by the infinity pool 
or in the spa. Or if you’re 
feeling active, explore the 
protected shoreline by bike, 
take to the water or play 
croquet or tennis.

Of just 40 rooms, the airy 
suites with outdoor bathrooms 

sleep three or four. But to 
truly spread out, plump for 
one of the villas or ‘estate 
homes’ with pools and up to 
nine bedrooms. For laid-back 
eats, head for The Verandah, 
the Beach Shack with its West 
Indian street food, or the Pool 
Grille. There’s also classic fine 
dining suffused with modern 
island flavours at the colonial-
inspired Estate House.

ADULTS WILL LOVE: 
The fact that a mere 15 
minutes after leaving 
Antigua airport, you 
can be sipping a cocktail 
as the kids frolic on the 
white sands.
KIDS WILL LOVE:  
The freedom to run 
wild in a totally car-free 
environment.

MAYAN MYSTERIES  
& PIRATE PARTIES

The surrounding Riviera 
Maya region inspires many 
of the family activities at 
Mexico’s graceful Rosewood 
Mayakoba, set along winding 
lagoons within 1,600 acres 
beside a mile-long white-sand 
beach. Think Mayan story-
telling, Spanish and Mayan 
lessons and even biologist-led 
eco boat-trips. As if all that 
wasn’t fun enough, there are 
also scavenger hunts, yoga 
classes and pizza- or cookie-
making classes.

Where parents are concerned, 
the spa is the stunner; based 
on its own island, it’s designed 
around a cenote (a sinkhole 
held sacred by the Mayans). 
Don’t miss the three-hour 
Kuxtal Sensory Garden 
experience inspired by the 
Mayan belief in the symbiosis 
between humans and plants, 
or, for tweens and  

teens, the facials, manicures 
and pedicures. If you’re feeling 
sporty, there’s a Greg Norman 
championship golf course 
and scuba-diving – perhaps 
in the nearby underwater 
sculpture park.

Perfect for families, the  
129 polished suites – some 
sleeping eight – come with 
plunge pools, rooftop sundecks 
and open-air showers. 
Beachfront tapas at Punta 
Bonita and the popular 
Mayakoba beach night go 
down brilliantly with junior 
diners, while adults prize the 
haute cuisine at Casa del Lago.

ADULTS WILL LOVE: 
Agave Azul sushi and  
tequila bar.
KIDS WILL LOVE:  
The themed nights – Mexican, 
pirate, Mayan celebrations  
and pyjama parties.

Top: Pirate beach fun  
Above: Cenote Spa deck 
Left: Beachfront 

INSPIRE DREAMS
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Atlantis, The Palm is so 
child-friendly, it contains 
several of Dubai’s greatest 
family attractions, including 
Aquaventure Waterpark and 
The Lost Chambers Aquarium; 
guests receive free access to 
both. The kids’ club is suitably 
spectacular, with an underwater 
theatre, while teens flock to 
Club Rush for its mocktail bar 
and entertainment lounges.

All rooms sleep four but there 
are interconnecting options 
and two-bedroom suites 
too. Upgrade to the Imperial 
Club and receive access to a 
beach club and lounge, plus 
complimentary kids’ club entry.

Twenty-plus dining options 
range from celebrity 
restaurants to a burger bar 
and regular Cirque De Cuisine 
‘night brunches’ with street 
performers and acrobats.

ADULTS WILL LOVE: 
The fact that suites come 
with a complimentary 
private cabana at the pool, 
beach and Aquaventure.
KIDS WILL LOVE:  
The Evening Adventures 
include eccentric Mad 
Scientist experiments.

MALAYSIAN 
EXPLORERS

Nestled in rainforest,  
The Ritz-Carlton Langkawi 
has its own naturalist who 
 takes younger guests or families 
on waterfall hikes and nature 
and geology trips. For cooling off 
afterwards, there’s a children’s 
pool in Ritz Kids club (where  
activities include Malay  
kite-making and alfresco  
movie nights) and a dream  
of a sandy beach. 

Sleek rooms and suites 
comfortably sleep families, 
but for more space there are 
interconnecting options or villas 
with up to three bedrooms. 

Three restaurants  
together offer Malay,  
Chinese, Indian and 
international cuisine, but  
if you have a babysitter,  
don’t miss the adult-only 
Horizon with its Thai  
plates and sunset views.

ADULTS WILL LOVE: 
The overwater spa with 
its South East Asian 
treatments including Lulur 
hamman experiences.
KIDS WILL LOVE:  
The competitive beach 
treasure hunt adventures 
in pirate costume.

FREE-RANGE KIDS 
BENEATH BIG SKIES

Toasting s’mores over a firepit 
while listening to ancient 
tales by local cowboys –such 
is the stuff of which memories 
are made when you stay at 
The Resort at Paws Up. At 
this working Montana ranch, 
activities include horse-
riding lessons, river-rafting, 
rappelling, mountain-biking, 
fly-fishing and even wagon-
team driving.

While it all sounds very rustic, 
you can count on luxurious 
lodgings, whether stylish 
safari-style glamping tents with 
camping butlers and a dining 
pavilion, or upmarket holiday 
homes including Wilderness 
Estates with decks, hot tubs 
and a private rugged vehicle for 
navigating the 37,000 acres  
of wild space with its animal
life including coyotes, bears 
and eagles.

For eats, choose from ‘refined 
rustic’ cuisine at Pomp or 
home-cooking based on local 
produce at Trough. Or book the  
horse-drawn chuck wagon  
for trips to the Blackfoot  
River and a traditional feast 
cooked in front of your eyes.

 
ADULTS WILL LOVE: 
The luxury homes with  
private tents just outside –  
perfect for when the kids  
want their own space  
and adventures.
KIDS WILL LOVE:  
Huckleberry pancakes  
at breakfast.

OUT OF THIS WORLD 
IN AFRICA

With its modern take on 
the classic Kenyan safari, 
andBeyond Kichwa Tembo 
Tented Camp in the north 
western Masai takes kids and 
families beyond their most 
fantastical imaginings with 
its WILDChild Program. 
Rooted in a love of the African 
bush, this aims to deepen the 
connection with nature through 
enriching activities including 
tracking, fishing, bow- and 
arrow-making, and beading and 
other crafts, as well as fun in the 
lodge garden and kitchen.

In a magical touch, kids find an 
assignment for the following 
day’s expedition laid out on 
their pillow when they go to 
bed each night. Inspired by the 
local environment and heritage, 
activities are also tailored to 
children’s ages and interests. 
To record their memories, 
junior guests get a WILDChild 
backpack complete with a 
scrapbook in which to paste 
mementoes of their times in 
the bush.

Days can be spent hot-air 
ballooning and taking part 
in thrilling game drives and 
nature walks, followed by a 
refreshing dip in the infinity 
pool or a session in the massage 
tent and a delicious dinner – 
perhaps based on vegetables 
you and the kids have picked 
together in the kitchen garden, 
cooked up by the chef in the 
open kitchen.

ADULTS WILL LOVE: 
The chance to see the unforgettable 
phenomenon of the Great 
Migration in full swing.
KIDS WILL LOVE:  
The loveable resort staff who  
lead the activities – rangers, 
trackers, cooks and childminders 
all go out of their way to make kids 
feel involved.
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Clockwise from top:
Horse riding at The Resort at Paws Up, Montana; Club 
Rush Game Lounge at Atlantis, The Palm, Dubai; 
exploration in Malaysia; a guided tour by a Kenyan Masai

INSPIRE DREAMS
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Voted Best Long Haul 
Destination for Families at 
the 2017 Family Traveller 
Awards, Sri Lanka is a place 
where adventure awaits at every 
corner, whether you explore 
a centuries-old temple, go 
searching for wildlife or  
simply zoom around in a tuk tuk 
ogling the incredible variety of 
landscapes. 
 
The animal life here is simply 
astounding, as a thrilling jeep 
tour of Yala National Park 
or one of the island’s many 
other stunning nature reserves 
will reveal; spot elephants, 
crocodiles, monkeys, rare birds 
including blue-tailed bee-eaters 
and brown-capped babblers, 
and – if you’re lucky – a leopard.  
 
Top of any family’s list should 
be Kosgoda Turtle Hatchery, 
where you can find out about 
local conservation initiatives 
and watch in awe as newborns 
make their first tentative 
journey to the waters. You can 
also see turtles from glass-
bottomed boats at Hikkaduwa 
Beach with its child-friendly 
shallow waters, as well as  
take longer trips out to spot 
dolphins and whales.  

 
With its rich Muslim, Tamil 
and Sinhalese heritage, Sri 
Lanka is also steeped in culture, 
as you’ll discover if you hire 
a bike to tour the many lush 
tea plantations, lively villages, 
breathtaking temples and 
impressive ancient ruined cities. 
Sure to fire young imaginations 
is Sigiriya, a UNESCO World 
Heritage listed ancient fortress 
perched high on a 650-metre 
rock. Nearby Dambulla is 
famed for its spellbinding cave 
temple complex dotted with 
more than 160 statues of the 
Buddha, Sri Lankan kings, gods 
and goddesses.  
 
Of the Cultural Triangle of three 
ancient capital cities, Kandy – 
historical bastion of Buddhist 
power – stands out. Here you’ll 
find botanical gardens, the 
National Museum, cultural 
shows and delightful arts and 
crafts to snap up as mementoes 
of your holiday of a lifetime. 
Not far from Kandy, Kitulgala is 
the place for thrill seekers, with 
white-water rafting, kayaking, 
canyoning, abseiling and 
jungle treks among its exciting 
activities.
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A FAMILY PLAYGROUND

A Cool Zone Kids Club 
including kite-making classes, 
a seven-metre-high trapeze, 
an outdoor water park, a kids’ 
pool, mountain biking and 
even a drone-flying area make 
Shangri-La's Hambantota 
Golf Resort and Spa on the 
southern coast the place to 
come for full-on family fun. 
For parents, temptations 
include an 18-hole golf course, 
yoga classes, an ayurvedic 
spa and an artisan village 
celebrating local crafts 
including weaving and batik.   
 
Kids love the private family 
barbecues, the all-day dining 
at Bojunhala with its dedicated 
kids’ area, and Sera with its 
own hawker stall.

Blissful stretches of glittering golden sand  
and charming, welcoming inhabitants make  
Sri Lanka a fabulous destination for a family 
beach holiday. But this is a country with much 
more to offer those travelling with kids of all ages.

SRI LANKA

WHERE BEACH MEETS JUNGLE

The perfect base for exploring 
Yala, the Wild Coast Tented 
Lodge has a prime coastal 
location next to the wildlife-
rich National Park and guides 
who will take you for sightings 
of sloths, elephants and 
perhaps even leopards, as well 
as fabulous birdlife. 
 
Cocoons with adjoining Urchin 
Tents carry on the adventure; 
parents are cossetted in luxury 
boulder-shaped tents with 
king-sized four-posters and 
freestanding handmade copper 
bathtubs while kids enjoy the 
novelty of being in their own 
little twin-bedded den 
beside it. 
 
When it’s time to relax and 
refuel, there’s a free-form 
swimming pool, a spa with 
tea and cinnamon based 
treatments, and an open-air 
bamboo dining pavilion with 
authentic Sri Lankan cuisine.

A HEAVENLY HIDEAWAY 

A surf centre and kids’ and teen 
clubs make Anantara Peace 
Haven Tangalle Resort the 
perfect spot for seaside R&R 
after taking in the country’s 
wildlife and culture. Set amidst 
coconut plantations, it tempts 
families in search of relaxation 
with its stunning beach, split-
level pool and sumptuous spa 
including Ayurvedic treatments.  
 
Blending local tradition and 
contemporary styling, rooms 
are spacious, welcoming and 
interconnecting. Larger families 
have the freedom to spread out 
in one of the Pool Villas with 
terraces and plunge pools, the 
largest sleeping six.  
 
Dine on the cliff edge, by the 
ocean or beside the pool, 
with cuisine including Sri 
Lankan inflected teppanyaki 
and upscale Italian. If you’re 
inspired, sign up for a cookery 
class including market and 
fishing port tours. 

INSPIRE DREAMS

Clockwise from left: 
Beach yoga at Anantara Peace Haven Tangalle Resort; 
family bonding; stilt fishermen; elephant family; 
traditional boats on the beach
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North Island 

Auckland is New Zealand’s largest – and most diverse – city.  
Set between two magnificent harbours with superyachts 
moored just metres away, it’s no wonder it is nicknamed the 
‘City of Sails’. Offering a sizzling blend of urban sophistication 
and multicultural style, Auckland is comprised of beautiful 
beaches, expansive hiking trails, enchanting islands, thermal 
springs and impressive vineyards. Just a short ferry ride from 
downtown Auckland is Waiheke Island, a visitor favourite; try 
one of the 30 boutique wineries, tour the olive groves, or spend a 
day lounging on one of the island’s beautiful beaches.

Further north and known for both its astounding beauty and 
its rich history, Bay of Islands is a subtropical micro-region 
encompassing 144 islands between Cape Brett and the Purerua 
Peninsula. Much of the action here is on water, with yachting, 
kayaking, diving, cruising, big-game fishing and swimming 
with dolphins all popular activities. Visit New Zealand’s most 
important historic site, the Waitangi Treaty Grounds, where 
the Treaty of Waitangi was signed in 1840. Find time to stroll 
through the lush Waipoua Forest to stand face to face with 
Tane Mahuta – the ‘Lord of the Forest’ and the world’s largest 
Kauri tree.

 
 
As well as showcasing New Zealand’s fascinating Māori culture, 
Rotorua, in the central region of the North Island, is known for 
its bubbling mud pools, shooting geysers and natural hot springs. 
Sitting within the Pacific Rim of Fire, it is a geothermal nirvana. 
After marvelling at the brightly coloured turquoise and orange crater 
lakes at Wai-o-tapu Thermal Valley, enjoy a simple soak in one of the 
many hot streams. Whilst in Rotorua, take a scenic helicopter tour to 
White Island – New Zealand’s most active volcano. 
 
Famously recognised as one of New Zealand’s leading producers 
of wine, Hawke’s Bay should be your first point of call on any wine 
trail. Featuring the country’s oldest operating winery, as well as over 
30 others open for tastings, visitors can expect to sample some of 
the finest cabernet sauvignons, merlots and syrahs ever produced. 
For a wine tour with a difference, rent a bicycle and cycle from one 
winery to another; alternatively, take to one of the numerous flat 
trails and soak in the impressive scenery as you cycle by. The seaside 
city of Napier is an Art Deco marvel and a must see - rebuilt after the 
1930’s earthquake, it reflects the architectural styles of the times. 
While there, shop at the farmers' market for locally grown delicacies, 
indulge in artisan gourmet food, and join the lunchers at Napier’s 
Great Long Lunch.
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PACKING A PUNCH WITH ITS DIVERSITY OF 
LANDSCAPES, EACH OF NEW ZEALAND’S 
REGIONS OFFERS A DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER.  
WHETHER IT’S THE DRAMATIC MOUNTAIN 
SCENERY, WILDLIFE AND WINERIES OF THE 
SOUTH ISLAND OR THE MĀORI CULTURE, 
GEOTHERMAL WONDERS AND BEAUTIFUL 
BEACHES OF THE NORTH ISLAND, EACH 
DESERVES A SLICE OF YOUR HOLIDAY TIME.

EAGLES NEST,  
BAY OF ISLANDS

A 75-acre estate on its own private 
ridgeline. Five individually designed 
villas blend into their surroundings 
and offer the ultimate in exclusivity 

as well as spellbinding views of 
the ocean.

SOLITAIRE LODGE,  
ROTORUA

Perched on a narrow peninsula 
overlooking magnificent Lake Tarawera, 
this luxurious retreat is the perfect base 

for fishing, hiking, biking, helicopter 
flights, boat charters and Māori 

sightseeing tours.

THE FARM AT CAPE KIDNAPPERS,  
HAWKES BAY

The epitome of laid-back luxury, 
the lodge is set on a working sheep farm 

and offers guests scintillating views, 
impeccable service, a world renowned 

golf course, a spa and a wealth of 
wildlife experiences.

PIED-À-TERRE

Spotlight on  
NEW 
ZEALAND

Clockwise from opposite page:
Whirinaki Rainforest, Auckland Harbour, Marlborough 
Vineyard, Māori Carving, Bay of Islands Dolphins

NEW ZEALANDINSPIRE DREAMS
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South Island 

Fiordland is one of the most striking and aesthetically-
pleasing areas of New Zealand. Situated on the west coast 
of the South Island, the landscape is punctuated by inviting 
lakes, ancient rainforests clinging to gigantic mountains, 
and waterfalls cascading into deep black fiords. Venture 
into Fiordland National Park and explore Milford Sound 
– the spectacular fusion of nature described by Rudyard 
Kipling as the 'eighth wonder of the world'. Look out for 
penguins and dolphins, as well as whales – the occasional 
one makes it all the way into the fiords. Even more secluded 
is Doubtful Sound, the Māori-named 'place of silence' is a 
hive of wildlife and greater in size than Milford Sound, but 
far less visited. 
 
New Zealand’s year-round adrenaline capital lies on the 
shores of Lake Wakatipu. Skydiving, white water rafting 
and jet boating are a must do while here. Queenstown offers 
an array of gentle walking and hiking trails. Off-the-grid 
afternoons come in the form of private helicopter flights 
to remote alpine locations for a champagne picnic, while 
indulgence can be found in the luxurious boutique spas 
dotted throughout the city. Explore more of the Central 
Otago region, where exquisite wines are to be savoured 
against a backdrop of ‘Middle-Earth’ – made famous in 
Lord of the Rings. 
 
In the middle of the South Island lies Canterbury, a 
region stretching all the way from the Pacific Ocean to 
the Southern Alps. At its heart lies Christchurch, the 
gateway to Canterbury and the ideal base from which to 
explore everything this spectacular area has to offer. On 
the east coast, Kaikoura is the spot for world-renowned 
whale watching and seal snorkelling, while the charming 
coastal town of Akaroa, nestled within the beautiful 
Banks Peninsula, will captivate with it’s historic buildings, 
fabulous food and magnificent harbor. Jump aboard the 
TranzAlpine Express from Christchurch to Arthur’s Pass 
to experience one of the world’s most scenic rail journeys; 
taking in views of the Canterbury Plains, the Southern Alps 
and the lush rainforest of the West Coast.

BLANKET BAY,  
GLENORCHY

Nestled amidst the Southern Alps 
on the shores of Lake Wakatipu, 

embrace nature as well as your sense of 
adventure and hike on the Routeburn 

or Milford Tracks; try fly-fishing or 
heli-skiing or enjoy a scenic flight over 

the Fiordland National Park.

EICHARDT’S PRIVATE HOTEL, 
QUEENSTOWN

This renowned Queenstown lakefront 
landmark, once the haunt of local gold 

miners, is now a uber-fashionable 
boutique hotel. Its historic bar is 
something of an icon and serves 

world-class wines and champagne in 
an exclusive atmosphere.

THE GEORGE,  
CHRISTCHURCH

Just steps away from many 
of the city’s attractions, this riverside 

retreat overlooking Hagley Park 
provides the ultimate urban sanctuary. 

Expect comfortable, spacious 
accommodation as well as innovative 

cuisine and impeccable service.

PIED-À-TERRE
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...the landscape is punctuated by inviting lakes, ancient rainforests clinging  
to gigantic mountains, and waterfalls cascading into deep black fiords.

Clockwise from left:
Jet Boating in Queenstown, Walking in Port Hills Christchurch, The George 
Private Dining Room, The Penthouse Terrace - Eichardts' Private Hotel
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Searching for
SHANGRI-LA

DREAMING OF… 
PARADISE 
Few places in the world 
come close to the Maldives’ 
paradisiacal allure. Sugar-
white sands melt into coral-
laced aquamarine waters, and 
lazy days are interrupted only 
by spectacular scuba diving, 
pampering and intimate 
dining experiences. On a 
picture-perfect island in the 

heart-shaped Aduu Atoll, 
the romantic Shangri-La's 
Villingili Resort & Spa is in 
a world of its own. Its location 
is known for a multitude of 
incredible dive sites – Manta 
Point and Turtle Point are 
so named for viewing these 
species in large numbers. 
Beyond the beach, the resort’s 
Eco Centre hosts lessons on 
the region’s ecology, courtesy 

of local naturalists. The 132 
luxurious villas encompass 
jungle retreats, beachfront 
hideaways, ocean-view tree 
houses and over-water villas. 
For the ultimate taste of 
paradise, a ‘Dine by Design’ 
experience allows guests to 
lunch on the equator aboard the 
resort’s luxury yacht, dine in the 
jungle or supper on a private 
pavilion overlooking the ocean. 
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DREAM DINING  
On the east coast of Mauritius 
and overlooking the tranquil, 
crystal blue waters of the 
Indian Ocean, Shangri-La's 
Le Touessrok Resort & Spa 
serves Asian-style elegance 
with a deliciously Mauritian 
flavour. Palm-fringed paths 
pass through verdant gardens 
to Mediterranean-style 
villas, dotted around five 
pristine beaches, where staff 
on segways deliver fresh 
fruit, sorbet and impeccable 
service to sun lounging guests. 
Wherever it’s consumed, food 

here is a serious matter, and 
chefs across all four of the 
resort’s restaurants use the 
finest locally sourced, seasonal 
ingredients. At Kushi, you’ll 
find fresh, contemporary 
Japanese cuisine, Le Bazar is  
a laid-back bistro serving 
Asian-international 
fusion fare, Safran offers 
internationally acclaimed, 
refined, Indian dining, and 
Republik Beach Club & Grill 
serves Mediterranean-style 
cuisine with live music, theme 
nights and performances by 
local and international DJs.

ADULT 
DREAMERS ONLY  
Perched on a headland 
commanding panoramic  
views of the Gulf of Oman, 
the adult-oriented Shangri-
La Al Husn Resort & Spa 
extends unparalleled levels 
of luxury and bespoke 
experiences to those looking 
for a chic and unquestionably 
opulent retreat. Luxurious 
rooms and suites, which are 
amongst the largest in Oman, 
feature lavish décor inspired 
by royal Arabian palaces 
and balconies from which to 
admire the entrancing views 

of the Gulf. Guests at 
Al Husn have exclusive 
access to Oman’s first
Hareer Spa by L’Occitane, 
as well as use of the resort’s 
private adults-only cove 
and infinity pool. Culinary 
experiences, accessible only 
to Al Husn guests, include 
a beach grill serving fresh 
seafood, as well as private 
clifftop dining experiences. 
A dedicated butler service, 
daily afternoon tea, and 
direct access to a 500-metre 
private beach are just some  
of the other indulgences at 
this very grown-up resort.

TWEEN-AGE DREAMS 
Reminiscent of an Arabian 
palace, the secluded Shangri-
La's Barr Al Jissah Resort 
& Spa boasts extensive 
facilities to keep children 
busy. The complex is made 
up of Al Waha and Al Bandar 
hotels, bisected by a lazy river 
that winds between them. 
Al Bandar – meaning “the 
town”– is the focal point of the 
resort featuring a wide variety 
of restaurants, cafés and bars. 
Al Waha  - “the oasis” -  is an 
idyllic family-oriented escape 
dotted with swimming pools 
and surrounded by date palm 

trees. Parents can indulge in 
decadent spa treatments at 
CHI, The Spa, while The Cool 
Zone Kids’ Club introduces 
younger guests to traditional 
Arabian crafts such as henna 
painting and paper weaving, 
while outdoor adventures 
include kite-flying and sand 
city competitions on the 
three beaches. In the resort’s 
Turtle Care Project, young 
wildlife lovers accompany a 
turtle ranger to help track
and take care of the 
endangered Hawksbill and 
Green turtle species that 
nest on Oman’s beaches.

Shangri-La Hotels & Resorts turns capturing 
the spirit of a destination into a fine art – 

offering escapes that are abundant in vibrant 
cultural experiences in exotic destinations 

throughout Asia, Indian Ocean, Middle East 
and North America. These are the escapes 

that dreams are made of.
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Coinciding with its 30th year, the launch of 
the latest member of the Seabourn fleet marks 
a new era of cruising for the ultra-luxe line. 
Seabourn Ovation is the fifth luxury ship in the 
fleet, and expands on the line’s Odyssey-class 
ships - which marry expansive space, spas, 
gourmet dining and an ethos centered around 
impeccable guest service with Seabourn’s 
trademark intimate spirit. The 300-suite, 
Ovation will begin its debut season with an  
11-day inaugural voyage from Venice to 
Barcelona, after a naming ceremony in the 
UNESCO World Heritage site and 2018 
European Capital of Culture, Valletta in Malta. 

With space for 600 passengers, and almost as 
many crew, the vessel will feature all-balcony 
cabins, gourmet dining and a strong focus 
on well-being, infiltrating every aspect; from 

the inspired à la carte options to the mindful 
living program at the holistic spa and wellness 
centre. Those angling for the ultimate elite 
experience can head to The Retreat, where 15 
private cabanas (complete with HD TV and a 
personalised fridge and dedicated concierge) sit 
around a central whirlpool on the ship’s top deck.

Gourmet Dining
New restaurants include The Grill, in 
partnership with acclaimed Michelin-starred 
chef Thomas Keller which will include an 
outdoor dining option serving up updated 
chophouse fare. Sushi is also appearing on-
board - a first for Seabourn - offering à la carte 
sushi, sashimi and salads, as well as lunchtime 
bento options. The luxury of choice extends any 
of the on-board dining options to the comfort 
and privacy of guests’ suites.
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Impeccable Design
New York trailblazer in hospitality design,  
Adam D. Tihany, was tasked with designing 
Ovation’s contemporary luxury aesthetic, 
influenced by the interiors of private yachts and 
inspired by the outside environment. Nautical-
inspired suites are quintessentially cruise-
appropriate, decked in mahogany and marble, 
complemented by an inviting colour palette of 
blues and earthen hues. Picture windows extend 
to private verandas, and beds decked with fine 
Egyptian cottons, and fluffy duvets await guests 
after a personalised bath, drawn on demand 
according to their individual preferences from  
a Pure Pampering menu.

Thoughtful Service
From the moment guests step foot on board and 
take the first sip of their welcome bubbles, the 

essence of Seabourn’s easy-going hospitality 
ethos is evident. Absolutely everything is 
included; snacking, drinking and dining never 
incurs an extra charge - and tipping is neither 
required nor expected.

Innovative Experience
Both Encore and Ovation extend their ‘fresh 
vision’ and innovative concepts edict to off ship 
experiences too. A programme of immersive 
journeys, Ventures by Seabourn™, encompasses 
expeditions led by scientists, scholars, and 
naturalists that allow guests unparalleled 
insight and access to some of the world’s most 
impressive destinations. 

ARGUABLY THE MOST PRESTIGIOUS NAME IN CRUISING, SEABOURN HAS SPENT THE LAST THREE 

DECADES EARNING A WATERTIGHT REPUTATION AS SOMETHING OF A PRIVATE SOCIAL CLUB OF 

THE SEAS, WHILE METICULOUS UNESCO-INSPIRED ITINERARIES TRANSPORT PASSENGERS TO 

SOME OF THE MOST INCREDIBLE PLACES ACROSS ALL SEVEN CONTINENTS.

      Astounding 
   OVATION

Picture windows extend 
to private verandas, beds 
decked with fine egyptian 
cottons, and fluffy duvets 
await guests after a 
personalised bath, drawn 
on demand...
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The stunning Constance 
Moofushi Maldives resort 
is home to one of the world’s 
most coveted diving spots 
and an array of exquisite 
residences which transcend 
the ordinary. Twenty four 
beach villas, fifty six water 
villas and thirty senior villas 
all come as part of what is 
considered the finest all-
inclusive offering in the 
Maldives. Hailed for its  
stature of service, gourmet 
cuisine and a 120 label-strong 
wine repertoire, it comes as 
no surprise that the repeat 
guest ratio continues to surge 
at this unforgettable getaway. 
 
Here guests can blend 
peacefully into a breathtaking 
backdrop of thirst-quenching 
hues and the signature 
laidback Maldivian ambience. 

Enjoy a barefoot stroll along 
the boardwalk, marvelling 
the tropical panorama as you 
go, to where The U Spa by 
Constance offers a range of 
speciality treatments at the  
nib of the jetty.  
 
The resort is surrounded 
by crystal clear waters, the 
kaleidoscopic coral atoll 
and migration route of the 
mantra ray; nature’s very 
own aquarium. A prestigious 
Green Globe award is a 
testament to its admirable 
environmental practices, 
which includes partnerships 

with local fishermen and 
initiatives to reduce plastic 
use and nurture the delicate 
coral bedrock. Glass bottles 
in each room and eco-friendly 
paper bags at the Blue Ocean 
Boutique help to minimise 
waste, while regular clean 
up days for local islands 
help maintain the natural 
magic that is the Maldives. 
Keep an eye out for the 
atmospheric solar lights 
which conserve energy and 
the unique plant pots around 
the island that have been eco-
consciously handcrafted using 
recycled towels.

AN ECO-LUXE  
Encounter

27CONSTANCE MOOFUSHI MALDIVES

Clockwise from right: Senior Water Villa; Beach 
at Constance Moofushi Maldives; sunbed 

preparation; sunbeds; entrance to Water Villa  

After 30 years in the industry as an esteemed 
provider of luxury river cruises, Scenic 
has a very exciting new addition to its ever 
expanding fleet that is set to conquer the 

open waters this summer. 
 
The 228-passenger ‘absolutely-all-inclusive’ Scenic 
Eclipse will be the cruise line’s first ocean going ship, 
taking to the seas on her maiden voyage in August 2018, 
followed by a sister ship, Eclipse II, in 2020. 
 
With onboard helicopters, opulent suites, and a butler 
for every guest - the new vessels promise to be far from 
your average cruise ship - so much so they are not even 
to be referred to as such. These are the world’s first 
‘Discovery Yachts’, and are floating havens that marry 
six-star luxury with unrivalled exploration. Itineraries 
span the globe from pole-to-pole, allowing passengers 
to navigate stretches of the Arctic Circle by kayak 

or submarine, explore the penguin-dotted Antarctic 
Peninsula by Zodiac, and fly above Chilean Fjords by 
helicopter - witnessing parts of the world untouched by 
the ordinary traveller. 
 
River cruisers can rejoice too, as Scenic’s fleet of ultra-
luxurious Space-Ships will be setting sail on new 
routes down the Danube, through the Bordeaux region 
and along the Mekong. Redefining the river cruise 
concept, these vessels are renowned for bringing all 
the amenities of a world-class hotel to the world’s 
most spectacular rivers. 
 
With some of the largest suites, many with private 
balconies or verandas to be found floating the seven seas, 
personal butlers, a crew to guest ratio that never exceeds 
1:3, world-class service is a given - and on-board Journey 
Designers are there to ensure each excursion is bespoke 
and each experience unforgettable.

POLAR ECLIPSE
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E ach hotel has its own personality and 
offers activities and facilities to suit all 
types of traveller, as well as acclaimed 
restaurants and outstanding levels 
of service. What’s more in Barbados, 

Elegant’s ambassador beach service, complimentary 
water taxi transportation and dine around programme 
ensure that choosing one property does not have to 
mean missing out on all of the others. 
 
Amongst tranquil tropical gardens on Barbados’ west 
coast, the somewhat iconic Colony Club may be sleek, 
chic and sophisticated, yet it oozes Caribbean charm. 
Irresistibly affable personnel accompany guests on 
all manner of unforgettable experiences, from stand 
up paddle turtle tours and historical walking tours 
of Holetown to organic kitchen-garden and “bait-to-
plate” fishing excursions, followed up by a cooking 
demonstration and tasting at the resort’s recently 
renovated Laguna restaurant. Our only warning - it’s 
not easy to leave. 
 
Welcome jet-lag massages on arrival, daily champagne 
breakfasts and themed dinners all make a stay at The 
House feel more like an invitation to a private social 
club with friends. This adults-only hotel recently 
underwent a multi-million dollar refit to maintain its 
popularity with grown-up travellers looking for some 
'me' time. Its 34 minimally decorated suites dotted 
with local Bajan art give this hideaway home-from-
home aesthetic, and food lovers rejoice: the most 
acclaimed restaurant on the Platinum Coast, 
Daphne's is adjacent. 
 
The latest of the group’s properties to adorn Barbados’ 
west coast, Treasure Beach re-opened in December 
2017 following an extensive refurbishment in line 
with Elegant’s ultra-luxury edict. Having been an 
old favourite on the island for decades, the formerly 
“off-the-beaten-track” bolthole has been redesigned 
and reimagined as an intimate, epicurean, adult-only 
boutique hotel. Aside from sampling outstanding 

cuisine at the resort’s Tapestry restaurant, 
guests can connect with local artistic, cultural 
and culinary creations, sampling unique 
vintages in the Wine Cellar, meeting artisans 
on gallery tours, or experiencing early 
morning photography walks. 
 
Opening in the summer of 2018, the ultra-
chic Hodges Bay Resort & Spa is Antigua’s 
most talked about newcomer, bringing 
contemporary luxury to the island’s north 
coast. An impressive choice of facilities from 
hydrobikes to holistic wellness facilities 
provide ample entertainment for active 
couples, relaxing retirees and fun-seeking 
families alike, while the crisp contemporary 
architecture and upscale interiors of its 
luxurious suites, apartments and penthouses 
tick every box for an indulgent beach escape. 
The absolute island must? Visit the hotel’s 
rum bar with its own Sommelier to guarantee 
you a true taste of Antigua. 
 

Tucked away on one of St Lucia’s most 
enticing beaches, The Landings Resort 
& Spa one- two- and three-bedroom villas 
are a particularly good choice for families. 
The luxurious, spacious and private homes 
from home are as private as you can get and 
cater for almost everything; and a dedicated 
butler and concierge service will take care 
of anything else. Overlooking St Lucia’s only 
private marina, the resort is perfect for those 
planning to sail the coastline, and is also 
convenient for taking a water taxi around the 
island. Staff here go the extra mile to make 
little ones feel special, planning picnic trips to 
Pigeon Island, beach cricket, sand sculpting 
and treasure hunts. 

When Elegance is a way of life... 
Renowned for offering unique, civilised, luxury hotels on some of the most beautiful beaches in the Caribbean, Elegant Hotels 
extend their signature laid-back style and understated exclusivity to a new property opening on Antigua this year. 

Clockwise from above: Colony Club; Treasure Beach 
Pool, Hodges Bay Resort & Spa Guest Room, 
Beach Front Villa Terrace with Plunge Pool at The 
Landings Resort & Spa
Opposite page: The House Entrance
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Enticing aromas, seductive flavours and vibrant 
textures will leave your senses tantalised. We 
reveal where to find to-die-for views of the 
Serengeti, Africa’s secret season, a location 
deliciously scented by its surroundings 
alongside some of our favourite gourmet treats. 
Plus, discover where 28 of the world’s most 
famous chefs are being flown in to serve guests.

Above: Gourmet dining at Aman 



Dubrovnik is a destination that won’t disappoint. 
Sights such as the fairytale-like fortress and the 
beautifully preserved Baroque, Gothic and Renaissance 
churches make this city on the sparkling Adriatic a 
feast for the eyes. For the most dazzling views of all, 
take a panoramic cable-car ride over the atmospheric, 
UNESCO World Heritage listed Old Town within its 
sturdy 16th-Century walls. 

Adriatic Luxury Hotels all ooze character and, with 
their combination of stunning Dubrovnik locations, 
luxury interiors and glorious views, delight on every level. 
With sea vistas from every room, fresh contemporary 
décor and sunset views from all its restaurants, the Hotel 
Dubrovnik Palace is a visual treat. But its appeal goes 
further; the air is deliciously scented by the neighbouring 
pine forest, while the gleaming spa with its steam bath, 
Finnish sauna, two outdoor freshwater pools and deeply 
comforting treatments is the place to rejuvenate as you 

soak in views stretching as far as the Elaphite Islands.
The Villa Orsula Dubrovnik, meanwhile, appeals to 
the palate with its gourmet Peruvian Adriatic fusion 
cuisine, served in the dreamy setting of a sea-view terrace 
draped with vines and perfumed by the fragrant gardens. 
Alternatively, with its intoxicating combination of sea 
and Old Town views, the Hotel Excelsior Dubrovnik 
is an iconic and sumptuous place to stay within a 1913 
royal villa, with a rich history of regal and celebrity guests 
ranging from Queen Elizabeth II to Elizabeth Taylor.

The Hotel Bellevue Dubrovnik also has an incredibly 
striking setting – this time on a 30-metre-high cliff on 
Miramare Bay, giving you the feeling you’re aboard an 
ocean liner. Floor-to-ceiling windows make the most of 
its truly cinematic panoramas of the Dalmatian coast, 
whether from its sleek accommodation, the cossetting  
spa or the restaurants, including Vapor, recommended  
by The Michelin Guide for the second consecutive year.
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        A world of 
SENSATIONS

Taste, touch, sound, smell, sight: We’ve singled out some of our 

favourite hotels that stand out for their gastronomy, views and 

enriching experiences that make guests feel truly alive.

It’s the setting that truly shines at  
The Ritz-Carlton Ras Al Khaimah, 
Al Wadi Desert. Cocooned in your 
pool villa in this secluded resort, you’ll 
have the feeling of having escaped from 
reality into a world of discreet luxury 
and utter tranquillity. But it’s not about 
zoning out; bespoke itineraries sure to 
captivate the senses include falconry, 
archery, nature drives and astronomy 
sessions under the glittering clear skies. 
And the dining is suitably spectacular – 
choose to feast on Arabic cuisine among 
the sand dunes or enjoy a tailor-made 
private dinner in an Arabian-style 
watchtower overlooking the desert. And 
for light bites there’s also the rooftop 
Moon Bar – the perfect spot for sunset 
views and stargazing.

It’s all about location at the 
super-intimate Sala’s  
Camp in a gloriously secluded 
area of Kenya’s Masai Mara, 
very close to the border with 
Tanzania and hence offering 
to-die-for views of the Serengeti 
National Park. But what 
really fires up the senses is the 
camp’s front-row position for 
witnessing the world-famous 
annual wildebeest migration, 
which roars past between June 
and September. Other sensory 
temptations are bush breakfasts 
as dawn rises over the plains, 
sundowners around a roaring 
fire, home-cooked dinners under 
the shimmering night sky, and 
snuggling up with a hot-water 
bottle in your chic safari tent, 
lulled into a richly deserved sleep 
by the sounds of the night all 
around you.

A member of Relais & 
Châteaux, Calabash 
Luxury Boutique Hotel 
is home to two of the best 
restaurants in Grenada 
as well as a spa offering 
blissful holistic treatments 
and wellbeing practices 
including yoga.
  
For dining, alternate 
between Rhodes at 
Calabash with its inventive 
modern global dining based 
on local ingredients such 
as shrimp, marlin, lobster 
and Grenadian chocolate, 
and the Beach Club with its 
more casual menu including 
the likes of butterfish burger 
and seafood tapas. Breakfast 
is a sensation too – choose 
between dining on the 
balcony of your suite or on 
the beach with your toes 
tucked into that warm 
white sand.

IGNITE SENSES A WORLD OF SENSATIONS
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BREATHEand

WELLNESS & WELLBEING 35

21st Century life is chaotic, 
fast-paced and unrelenting. So 
it’s never been more important 
to take some me-time and put 
yourself first. Whether you’re 
searching for retreats near or 

far, contemporary, adults-only 
escapism, or traditional 

healing rituals – you do you.

Centre & below
Kemiri Restaurant at COMO 
Uma Ubud; Blue Palace, A Luxury 
Collection Resort & Spa, Luxury 
Suite Private Pool

Bali has long been on the 
backpacking bucket list but 
the island has metamorphosed 
into a sophisticated destination 
for Eat, Pray, Love-style 
self-discovery. 

Set amongst misty paddy fields 
and verdant jungle within 
walking distance of Ubud, 
Bali’s cultural heart, you will 
find COMO Uma Ubud. Uma 
means “living house” and the 
vibe echoes this. Light flows 
through the interiors, giving 
life to the exotic foliage that 
weaves through the property. 
Explore the scenery with 
dawn hikes, rafting through 
gorges and biking through  
sun-kissed fields before 
retiring to your plunge pool  
in a new Garden Pool Villa  
to sip a COMO Shambhala 
Juice to the soothing sounds  
of Balinese wildlife.

The COMO Shambhala 
spa is a true retreat within a 
retreat. Think Asian-inspired 
treatments, complimentary 
daily yoga, reflexology, a 25 
metre spa pool and post work-
out meditation bale. If your 
body truly is a temple, then 
why not try the traditional 
Hindu water purification 
ceremony at the 1000-year old 
Tirta Empul. Your guide will 
take you through the making of 
offerings, chanting of prayers 
and the holy water ritual. With 
mind and soul cleansed, return 
to the hotel to nourish the body 
with organic and raw foods at 
Kemiri restaurant or casual 
Italian fare at Uma Cucina.

For de-stressing on the doorstep, Blue Palace, A Luxury 
Collection Resort & Spa in Crete is the destination. The 
breathtaking views across the Aegean are best appreciated in 
an open air sunrise yoga session – feel empowered as the sun 
emerges behind the magical Spinalonga Island, a place of healing 
in centuries gone by, made famous by Victoria Hislop’s 2005 
novel The Island. If you’re feeling energised, the full range of 
Technogym® equipment – elliptical trainers, treadmills and 
strength improvement machinery – offer a great workout. Refuel 
with a power juice at the Isola Beach Bar or try traditional tahini, a 
sesame seed paste bursting with Vitamin E and antioxidants.

The award-winning Elounda 
Spa & Thalassotherapy is 
the real pièce de résistance. 
Harnessing the healing 
properties of water, experience  
deep relaxation in the two 
Thalassotherapy pools, 
indoor Jacuzzi, two Turkish 
hammams and 24 treatment 
rooms offering bespoke facials 
from French skincare brand 
Anne Semonin and olive oil 
massages. To protect your 
skin against the summer sun, a 
must-try is the Nature Intense 
Hydration Ritual. On the 
private beach you’ll find an 
array of watersports including 
waterskiing, snorkelling, knee 
boarding, wake boarding and 
trick skiing.  If diving is your 
passion, then the hotel's  
PADI dive master will be 
happy to assist.
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BAJAN 
WELLBEING

For complete rejuvenation 
this June, head to the 
charmingly colonial 

Cobblers Cove, Barbados 
for a seven day wellbeing 

retreat deigned by 
wellness warrior Manuela 

Scalini. Expect private 
consultations, twice-
daily yoga and fitness 

classes and restorative 
spa treatments such as 

the collagen-enhancing 
Mineral Facial based on 

REN products.

DESTINATION 
DETOX

The internationally 
recognised Chiva 

Som, Thailand is truly 
a destination spa par 
excellence. With 70 

treatment rooms, a Kinesis 
studio, a gym, watsu pool, 

floatation pool, bathing 
pavilion with kneipp bath, 
calorie-counted nutrition, 

world-class exercise 
and one of the best Thai 

massages available in the 
Land of Smiles, you’re sure 

to leave contented.

Across the Mediterranean, 
nestled on a two kilometre 
long Blue Flag beach, you will 
find the recently refurbished 
Columbia Beach Resort in 
Cyprus – another haven of 
healing a stone’s throw away 
from home. Larger suites, some 
with private plunge pools and 
fireplaces now include home 
comforts such as Nespresso 
machines and Molton Brown 
amenities, but it’s The Hébe 
Spa, named after the ancient 
goddess of youth who provided 
her deities with ambrosia 
for immortality, that has the 
wow factor. Whilst it can’t 
promise eternal life, there are 
several signature rituals using 
luxurious Elemis products and 
it does boast one of the island’s 
few Elemis Biotec machines – 
think super-charged facials that 
re-boot cellular performance 
and enhance the skin's ability 
to repair and renew.

Post-treatment, relax in the 
Temple Lounge where the 
lines between the interior 
tranquillity of the spa and the 
enchanting exterior of the 
hotel grounds are blissfully 
blurred, thanks to the inside-
outside pool. There are also 
three new dedicated wellness 
packages and one-on-one yoga, 
tennis, swimming and personal 
training sessions.  For those 
craving adventure, the in-
house bike centre overseen  
by two-time former Swiss 
cycling champion Thomas 
Wegmüller can arrange 
mountain and road bike tours, 
whilst foodies can indulge in 
à la carte Italian specialities 
created by Michelin-star-
trained Executive Chef, 
Ioannis Giakoumidis. 

Kick start a healthy body from 
the inside out thanks to the 
cornerstones of Caribbean 
cuisine at family-run Coral 
Reef Club in Barbados  – 
enjoy seafood, lean protein 
and an abundance of fresh 
fruit and veg al fresco at the 
popular Thursday barbecue. 
Alternatively, there’s a 
dedicated vegetarian menu. 
With the inside taken care 
of, focus shifts to the outside 
– time your visit during the 
hotel’s Wellness Week in 
October and choose from 
a personalised programme 
of Pilates, Caribbean-style 
Zumba, body blast and yoga. 
Absorb nutritional tips from a 
leading athlete and learn how 
to make local Bajan remedies 
with therapeutic properties.

The TLC continues at the 
idyllic spa, nestled in tranquil 
landscaped gardens with its 
own waterfall and complete 
with a crystal steam room, 
open-sided relaxation room, 
hydrotherapy pool and thermal 
spa garden. Don’t leave without 
experiencing the Caribbean 
Calm – begin with a cleansing 
lemongrass-based foot ritual, 
before a classic Swedish 
massage and eye therapy 
treatment by Natura Bisse to 
soothe jet-legged eyes, perfect 
for weary travellers. A mani-
pedi at the treetop treatment 
room completes your top-
to-toe transformation. After 
such care, you have absolutely 
earned a glass of the renowned 
Rum Punch. Warning: sip 
this deceptively powerful 
beverage slowly.

Moving west across the 
Caribbean Sea into the Gulf 
of Mexico, all-inclusive 
relaxation is redefined at the 
newly opened UNICO 20°N 
87°W Hotel, Riviera Maya, 
where select unlimited spa 
treatments are included and 
there’s a real focus on wellness. 
Adults-only, laid-back luxe and 
Instagram-worthy interiors, 
who knew all-inclusive could 
be so grown up?

Rooms with a difference 
include Alcoba Swim-up 
with private pool or PURE® 
Alcoba, designed specifically 
for allergy sufferers – ensure 
a restful night’s sleep by 
ordering an ergonomic or 
lumbar pillow off the full 
pillow menu. 

Your own local host (or 
Anfitrión) can organise 
everything from floating 
yoga, spinning, excursions to 
Chichén Itzá and personal 
training sessions, or secure 
you the best table at one of the 
five exceptional restaurants. 
A must-reserve is Cueva 
Siete, a regionally-focused 
concept that harnesses Mayan 
mysticism and serves dishes 

deeply rooted in Mexican 
flavours and traditions.

The Esencia Spa has 
both indoor and outdoor 
hydrotherapy areas – your 
first port-of-call should be 
the Volcanic Stone Massage 
that melts muscle pain as you 
peacefully drift into oblivion. 
The barber shop boasts its 
own complimentary beer 
and bourbon cart whilst 
budding alchemists can mix 
their own lotions and potions 
from essential oils and local 
ingredients at the Esencia 
Beauty Bar.

A FESTIVAL
OF COLOUR
This year, the Soneva Fushi 
and Soneva Jani resorts in 
the Maldives and Soneva Kiri 
in Thailand will all play host 
to a year-long itinerary of 
exceptional events as part of 
its vibrant Festival of Colour. 
Each month of the year will 
adopt a colour-inspired theme, 
from the rose-tinted blush of 
February 2018 to the twinkling 
teals of January 2019, in 
celebration of their diverse 
spectrum of unmissable 
experiences. The calendar will 
be a harmonious synthesis of 
sustainability and wonder as 
Soneva marries eco-sensibility 
with deluxe recreation.

Astronomers, authors, wellness 
practitioners, tennis coaches, 
glass artists and champion 
free-divers are all included 
within the tantalising agenda 
for an all-encompassing 
hideaway that will stretch both 
smiles and horizons beyond 
their boundaries. Fine dining 
is cardinal where Soneva is 
concerned so 28 of the world's 
most renowned chefs, most 
of which boast two or more 
Michelin stars, will be flown in 
to cook for guests. A portfolio 
of wine producers will also be 
on hand to impart their pearls 
of wisdom and a taste of some 
of the world’s finest produce. 

Acclaimed film director, Bruno 
Aveillan visited the Maldivian 
Soneva Fushi and Soneva 
Jani resorts last year and after 
experiencing the eclectic 
fusion of colours, has created 
a series of short films themed 
around each hue. Wanderlust 
and cinema have long been 
heralded as some of our most 
cherished rituals of escapism 
so when the two come together, 
there is magic to behold. 
These fascinating works will 
be revealed one-by-one as the 
year unfolds.

Below:
Beach dining at Soneva Fushi

SONEVA RESORTSIGNITE SENSES
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EXTRAORDINARY WILDLIFE 
As spring is to the UK, the 
Green Season is to Africa.  
It takes place amidst (or  
just after) the annual rainfall 
which brings with it a whole 
new lease of life and vitality. 
Dry savannahs become lush, 
dewy grasslands bloom and 
the air veils travellers with a 
pleasant, balmy humidity. A 
bountiful habitat replenishes 
natural food supplies and 
entices all manner of wildlife 
away from the watering holes 
and out into the flourishing 
terrain. There is something 
truly enchanting about 
watching the panorama ripen 
as surfaces become softer and 
the atmosphere rejuvenates.  

The birthing season isn’t  
just a rare chance to witness  
a springbok baby take its  
first steps or stand by as a 
newborn zebra earns its 
stripes; memorable sightings 
on game drives can be 
extraordinary at this time  
of year as the grasslands 
become a hive of predatory 
activity. Experiencing first-
hand the brush between 
predator and prey is something 
that promises to leave a mark 
on your memory that will last 
a lifetime.

Fresh grazing opportunities 
prompt the largescale 
migration of wildlife across 
southern Africa during the 
Green Season. Impressive 
herds of wildebeest move 
through Savuti, Botswana to 
the glorious grasslands of the 
Mabebe Depression. Savuti 
is internationally celebrated 
as one of the continent’s 
most supreme big game areas 
with chances of sighting wild 
buffalo and elephants on the 
horizon there too. A five-star 
stay at the stunning Chobe 
Game Lodge in the heart 
of Chobe National Park will 
ensure you’re at the epicentre 
of the action. 

Thousands of zebra also take 
the departure of the annual 
rains as their cue to embark 
on their migration south, 
across the vast Makgadikgadi 
Pans. Perfectly situated in this 
part-desert land of Kalahari is 
Jack’s Camp – a luxury safari 
lodge with award-winning 
vistas of the candid and rugged 
landscape. From this part 
of the continent, guests can 
also observe the movement 
of migrant birds, flocking 
towards the local lakes and 
lagoons in a bid to evade the 
devastating chill of European 
winter. Twitchers and wildlife 
enthusiasts will rejoice in 
watching the birds in flight and 
ruffling their exquisite mating 
plumage as they land at their 
destinations. Herds of spritely 
springbok graze beneath, 
feeding on the plentiful 
grasslands and drinking from 
the waters which have fallen  
so heavily to nurture the 
ground below.  

During the Green Season 
travellers have the chance 
to see hundreds of species 
inhabiting one area, all  
basking in the low light of 
Africa’s exuberant summer. 
Many of the deluxe safari 
camps and lodges welcoming 
guests year-round offer once-
in-a-lifetime experiences 
on both water and land, 
combining sunset river cruises, 
game drives and bush walks 
when the surroundings permit. 

TIME AND SPACE 
If having the wilderness all 
to yourself is your idea of 
heaven on earth then a visit 
to Africa during the low 
season is unmissable.  A lull in 
tourist activity gives the game 
reserves chance to breathe and 
leaves room for an audience 
who prefer to marvel the 
splendour of nature intimately, 
in complete seclusion. The 
Green Season brings with it 
more hours of daylight,  

more inviting morning 
temperatures and the 
undivided attention of your 
rangers and guides. The peace, 
serenity and personalised 
experience of Africa during 
the Green Season are  
treasures many travellers  
are still yet to unearth. 

AN ECONOMICAL ESCAPE 

One of the additional boons 
of discovering Africa’s 
astonishing landscapes and 
breathtaking wildlife during 
the low season is reduced 
accommodation rates and 
the numerous special offers 
available. Demand for the 
drier months from June to 
September makes the Green 
Season far less favourable 
with the lion’s share of tourists 
and the ideal opportunity for 
intrepid explorers. 

MAJESTIC MEMORIES 
Africa’s secret season  
might be a promised land  
of reduced fares, personalised 
experiences and unmissable 
wildlife sightings but it’s also 
a photographer’s paradise. 
November through March 
brings a muted golden light 
and clear air that makes 
images sharper, richer 
in colour and ethereal in 
aesthetic attracting novices 
and professionals alike. 
The annual rains clear any 
dust from the atmosphere 
and transform matte, arid 
surroundings into a plush  
and vibrant oasis which 
translates beautifully into 
both still and moving image.  
Visiting during down time 
gives you the chance to 
immortalise the spectacular 
sunsets and dramatic 
cloudscapes Green Season  
has to offer on camera as  
well as in your most  
treasured memories. 
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FOR ITS EXPANSIVE NATIONAL PARKS, INCREDIBLE GAME 

RESERVES AND MAGNIFICENT ORGANIC LANDSCAPES, 

AFRICA HAS BECOME ONE OF THE 

MOST DESIRABLE DESTINATIONS IN THE WORLD. 

GUESTS TRAVEL FAR AND WIDE TO ADMIRE ITS  

AWE-INSPIRING WILDLIFE AND WILDERNESS ON A 

SUN-DRENCHED SAFARI BUT WE’RE HERE TO LET YOU 

IN ON THE SECRETS OF WHY TRAVELLING DURING THE 

CONTINENT’S GREEN SEASON IS FAR SUPERIOR.

NO RAIN, NO GAIN

GREEN SEASON
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Not just a location, these are the places that 
connect deeper to the destination while 

making you feel very much at home. Visit a ski 
lodge with a premium price tag but invaluable 
experiences or take a philosophy walk with a 

classical scholar; wherever you choose gracious 
hospitality awaits. From endangered eco 

systems to supporting local communities we 
also get serious about sustainability.

Above: A family of zebra's grazing in Kenya
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 Where in the world?
Nuzzled safely in the very heart 
of South Africa’s Eastern Cape, 

Kwandwe presents a spectacular 
repurposing of former farmland.

 
Perfect for…

Families, couples or friends with a 
thirst for wildlife adventures and a 

simultaneous tendency towards the 
chic and the contemporary.

 
Not to be missed…

See some of nature’s most majestic 
animals on a Big Game Walk 

including black and white rhino, 
elephant and buffalo, or drive over 
the Great Fish River at dawn then 

make sure your own pack  
are nourished with a Campfire 

Cooking experience.

SAFARI, SO GOOD
With no more than 52 guests 

circumventing the surrounding 
wilderness at any one time, Kwandwe 
Private Game Reserve is championed 

as being amongst the most exclusive 
Big Five Safari destinations on the 

continent. In fact, the reserve plays 
host to one of South Africa’s highest 

land to guest ratios so complete 
solitude is an innate virtue.

 
Take your pick from a profile of lodge 

accommodation or a trinity of sole-
use safari villas equipped to facilitate 

families and gaggles of friends in style. 
Each dreamy abode comes complete 
with vistas as far as the eye can see, 

extensive facilities, private safari 
vehicle and the dedication of your 

very own ranger and tracker.
HARMONY AT 
THE HARBOUR
Time spent at Palm Point, 
Antigua is a spectacle to say the 
very least. Nestled on an exquisite 
private beach, this sprawling luxury 
home is famed for being one of the 
finest residences on the island. Just 
one of a host of extravagant inclusions 
is the on-site concierge who will 
handcraft a bespoke itinerary of 
experiences just for you and your 
companions, many of which are just 
a short stroll away around the 
twinkling marina.
 
Contemporary and elegant with a hint 
of British personality, the highlight of 
the villa is the master pavilion. This 

circular suite is situated away from 
the main property on the tip of the 
peninsula, offering its residents gasp-
inspiring 360 degree views of  
the ocean.

Balmy climates make coastal 
exploration on the villa’s 22-metre 
yacht a must, while the zealousness 
of Antiguan hospitality makes for a 
vibrant local culture. Steep yourself 
in soul-lifting surroundings or take a 
helicopter ride to Monserrat to see the 
active volcano. 

Where in the world? 
On its own alluring peninsula, Palm 
Point is situated at the entrance to 
Antigua’s Jolly Harbour.

Perfect for… 
Discerning guests looking for 
complete seclusion amidst tranquil, 
sumptuous surroundings in climes 
that will warm mind, body and soul. 
 
Not to be missed… 
An afternoon spent teeing off on the 
immaculate, 18-hole championship 
course at the premier Jolly Harbour 
golfing venue.

Clockwise from top left:
Master Bathroom, Kitchen, 
Double Bedroom, Master Suite

Where there’s a penchant for privacy but a soft spot for the 
frills of a five-star hotel, our edit of the very best standalone 

residences is your go-to. From intimate hideaway homes 
and spa houses to large chalets fit for global get-togethers.
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PEACE ON THE ISLAND 
OF PRASLIN 
The mesmerising Raffles 
Seychelles resort might be 
veiled beneath a jungle of 
tropical vegetation and fenced 
by the silken white sands of 
Anse Takamaka Beach but 
its prestige is macroscopic. 
Acclaimed worldwide for 
its graceful hospitality and 
glamorous aesthetic, it boasts 
86 luxury villas each with 
private plunge pools and 
expansive pavilions. The realms 
of recreation include kayaking, 
snorkelling, paddle boarding 
or a dip in two stunning infinity 
pools, while a repertoire of 
diverse restaurants indulge 
even the most insatiable tastes.

Cool down in the ultra-luxe 
spa with an extensive range of 
rejuvenating treatments then 
when dusk draws in, head to the 
Losean restaurant and enjoy a 
taste of contemporary Indian 
Ocean cuisine. 

Where in the world? 
Teetering on the beautiful 
North East tip of Praslin 
Island within the pristine 
waters of the Indian Ocean. 

Perfect for… 
Multi-generation families 
hankering after some well-
earned downtime for the 
grown-ups and otherworldly 
activities for young 
whippersnappers at The 
Sugar Palm Club.
 
Not to be missed… 
One of the regular excursions 
out to Praslin’s equally idyllic 
neighbour, Curieuse Island. 
Home to the Marine National 
Park and the perfect pit stop 
for giant turtle spotting. The 
jaw-dropping Vallée de Mai 
UNESCO World Heritage 
Site and the heavenly beach 
of Anse Lazio are also just a 
stone’s skim away.

A SWEET ESCAPE 
TO ST LUCIA
Total tranquillity and zero-
strain living are requisites at 
The Beachfront Collection, 
part of Sugar Beach St Lucia, 
a Viceroy Resort. Here, guests 
have access to the plethora of 
amenities on offer at the resort 
to marry the best parts of 
both luxury private living and 
five star hotel facilities. Each 
of the esteemed residences 
have been skilfully designed 
by acclaimed architects, 
Michaelis Boyd to blend into 
the unblemished landscape 
and becloud the boundaries 
between interior and exterior. 

As well as expansive outdoor 
terraces, reflective infinity 
pools and maximum privacy, 

guests can also enjoy private 
access to Glenconner Beach. 
This intimate crescent-shaped 
haven has been specially 
created with imported 
white sand to synthesise 
immaculately with its 
neighbouring Jalouise Beach. 
As a resident of the Sugar 
Beach resort, guests can also 
take advantage of priority 
reservations for all water 
sports experiences.

Where in the world?
This majestic destination 
is a gem of the West Indies, 
neighbouring the Piton 
Mountains and a National 
Marine Reserve which can 
both be explored alongside the 
resort’s guides.

Perfect for…
Beachcombers, adventure-
habitués and families fanatical 
about spine-tingling escapes. 

Not to be missed…
The resort’s treehouse spa which 
is a haven of mindfulness and 
physical healing amidst the lush 
West Indian rainforest, using 
nature’s minerals and ingredients 
within its treatments.

AN OASIS IN 
ORANGE COUNTY
All of the deluxe villas 
belonging to The Resort at 
Pelican Hill are a complete 
transcendence of normality. 
Expansive terrace views are 
a feature of all residences 
with a fully stocked Chef’s 
kitchen in each. Enjoy space, 
serenity and a sophisticated 
ambience whether it’s a two 

bedroom Garden View Villa 
with friends, or a four bedroom 
Ocean View Villa for a family 
escape to remember. Feed 
the soul with a taste of the 
global menu at the Piccolo 
restaurant, reserved solely for 
the indulgence of villa guests. 

Destinations like this one 
don’t get five-star, world-class 
status for creating ordinary 
experiences. The magnificent 
Private Clubhouse, customised 
grocery packages and a 
glimmering pool saved for 
villa guests exclusively are 
just part of what makes each 
and every enclave feel like a 
home away from home. Your 
assigned butler will even be 
on hand to tend to everything 
from unpacking your bags to 
plumping your pillow.

Where in the world?
Studding southern California’s 
iconic shoreline, this idyllic 
seaside resort is nestled 
between Newport Beach and 
Laguna Beach. 

Perfect for…
Golf aficionados or guests who 
like to hit the green as part of 
their breakaway itinerary. The 
resort boasts an exquisite golf 
course with vistas spanning 
the Pacific Ocean.

Not to be missed…
A foray along the coast to the 
spectacular Crystal Cove. 
Here you can marvel at the 
oceanfront nature reserve or 
explore the unique Historic 
District which houses forty six 
beach cottages preserved since 
the early 20th Century.

LIFE’S A BEACH AT KATA
Asia’s illustrious Kata Rocks 
is a beachcomber’s paradise, 
with access to the unspoilt 
sands of Kata Noi and Kata 
Yai and just a short drive to 
the electric crescent of Patong 
Beach. Swanky one, two, three 
and four bedroom Sky, Ocean 
and Spa Villas are dotted 
across the hillside, each with 

its own infinity pool and equally 
satisfying view.

When daylight starts to dip,  
refine your palate at the resort’s 
gourmet fusion restaurants,  
elegant cocktail lounges and 
premium Wine Cellar. Prefer 
something more intimate? There’s 
the in-villa barbecue experience 
hosted by a private chef.

When morning calls and 
the rustle of pandan leaves 
rouse you from your slumber, 
head to the Ila Spa where the 
great outdoors are brought 
indoors for an innovative 
wellness experience. Seasoned 
practitioners use light 
chromotherapy and water 
massage beds as part of a 
bespoke list of treatments, 

employing natural elements  
to heal and rejuvenate.

Where in the world?
Kata Rocks is situated on 
a remote hillside along the 
southern west coast of Phuket. 
The soothing waters of the 
Andaman Sea and gilded sands 
of Kata Beach its border. 

Perfect for…
Those who love to pick 
and choose their seclusion. 
Boutique shopping and infinity 
pools seduce the grown ups 
while youngsters unwind at the 
Kids' Club relaxation suite.  

Not to be missed…
A sojourn to Koh Pu, or Crab 
Island when translated into 
English. It’s a modest islet just 
off Kata Beach lauded for its 
snorkelling and scuba diving 
possibilities.

Above:
Reception at Sugar Beach St Lucia, 
a Viceroy Resort
Above right: 
Coastal Californian driving
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Clockwise from below: 
Open air treatment at The Raffles 
Spa; Beach at Raffles Seychelles; Two 
bedroom Sky Villas at Kata Rocks
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DOWN BY THE DUNES
Sharing the same immaculate 
coastline as the De Hoop 
Nature Reserve, Morukuru 
Beach Lodge offers four 
luxury suites, sandwiched 
between lapping waves and 
rustic dunes, plus a myriad of 
daily activities. Should you 
wish to hit the coastal road, 
Cape Town is but a three 
hour drive along the stunning 
Garden Route. 

CYCLADIC  
ENCHANTMENT
The paradisiacal Nafsika 
Estate is a breathtaking 
sanctuary overlooking the 
Santorini Caldera volcano. 
One of nature’s most magical 
juxtapositions with vistas to 
behold. Complete with its 
own heliport, the minimalist 
350 square metres villa on 
the Aegean coast houses 
everything one needs for 
time spent in paradise.
 
FABULOUS FOR ALL 
SEASONS
Coveted for its opulent 
exclusivity, the recently 
reopened Four Seasons 
Resort & Residences 
Anguilla resort takes 35 
acres of Caribbean oasis as its 
beauteous foundations and 
more than 180 deluxe villas 
and residences. Stretched 
across half a mile of burnished 
white sands, it attracts a 
diverse clientele. 

CHAMPAGNE ON 
THE SLOPES
Where better to absorb the 
views of Les Gets and the 
Portes du Soleil Mountains 
than from the heated balcony 
of the exquisitely renovated 
Ferme de la Corderie 
farmhouse? Six bespoke 
bedrooms, gourmet in-chalet 
dining and an in-house 
sommelier are the perfect 
pleasures to return to after 
being chauffeured home from 
the après-ski.

WELLNESS IN  
WILDERNESS
Nestled beneath rugged 
Vietnamese hillsides and 
sitting pretty upon Amanoi’s 
balmy lotus lake is a duo of 
ultra-luxe spa houses. The 
AMANOI Spa Houses offer 
extensive thermal facilities, 
daily 90 minute massages 
and guest pavilions which 
marry with stupefying 
scenery and unruffled 
seclusion for the ultimate 
wellness experience.

STONE SKIMMING 
THE SWAROVSKI SEAS
The trio of deluxe villas at 
Verdura Resort, A Rocco 
Forte Hotel strike an ethnic 
and contemporary balance 
to blend flawlessly into the 
backdrop of this elegant resort. 
Refreshed in time for summer 
2018, each spacious residence 
is equipped to facilitate up 
to nine guests, offering each 
unrivalled Mediterranean 
vistas and luxurious living. 
Chic and minimal interiors 
allow precious seclusion 
for families and large 
groups, while a schedule of 
sporting experiences and 
culinary events promote 
invaluable togetherness. 
 
One of the resort’s most 
indulgent assets is its stylish 
slate-tiled spa which continues 
the theme of organic design to 
fuse seamlessly with its pure 
and natural habitat. Submerge 

yourself in the thalassotherapy 
pool, overlooking rolling 
hillsides and rustic olive groves, 
where thermal seawater 
uses nature’s minerals to 
remedy and revive. Emerge 
with radiance, vitality and a 
refreshing disposition.

Where in the world?
The Verdura Resort stretches 
comfortably across the 
southern coast of Italy, just 
west of Sciacca, on a pebble-
embellished shoreline in Sicily. 

Perfect for…
Guests looking to lounge in 
luxury and fully indulge in la 
dolce vita.

Not to be missed…
We recommend including 
some breathable fabrics in 
your hideaway haul as a game 
of tennis on the premium 
courts or a bicycle ride through 
the lemon trees is a must.

A SPECTACLE IN 
THE SNOW
Scarp Ridge Lodge’s 
preserved façade might look 
devastatingly delicate but 
step across the threshold and 
it’s snug sophistication in 
every corner. The standalone 
five bedroom lodge carries a 
premium price tag but deluxe 
skiing experiences, access to 
Wagner skis custom-designed 
for the local conditions and 
a full day with a professional 
photographer are just a few 
of the features which make 
this unimaginable experience 
so invaluable. 

Submerge yourself in the 
saltwater lap pool or soak al 
fresco in a copper hot tub then 
retire to your kingsize sleeping 
quarters. When it’s time to head 
into the great outdoors, the 
1,547 acres of snowy ski terrain 
is quite simply irresistible. 
A winter wonderland of 
backcountry skiing, cross-

country skiing, snowshoeing, 
dog sledding and ice skating 
makes the resort a once-in-a-
lifetime kind of venue where 
there’s both adrenaline and 
wellness in abundance.

Where in the world? 
The renovated Victorian saloon 
and miner’s dancehall sits 
2,860 metres high in the sky 
in Colorado’s postcard-perfect 
Crested Butte at the heart of 
the Rocky Mountains. 

Perfect for… 
Those who prefer ski slopes 
to sundecks and jet setters 
who like to enjoy the finer 
things in life in friendly, 
fuss-free surroundings.

Not to be missed… 
Deluxe snowcat skiing. Led by 
your own certified mountain 
guide, this is a breathtaking 
way to take in the views and 
immerse yourself in the 
immaculate snowscape. 
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Clockwise from top:
View and Presidential Suite both at Verdura 

Resort, A Rocco Forte Hotel;  Skiing at Scarp 
Ridge Lodge, Colorado

Above:
Sunset Lounge at Four Seasons 
Resort & Residences Anguilla
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Whether through on-site arts and crafts 
workshops, foodie experiences or fascinating 
excursions, there is a growing desire amongst 
travellers to fully engage with the history, 
architecture, customs, artistic life and cuisine 

of their destination. Incorporating such authentic experiences 
into your travels will bring you into contact with local people 
as well as give you the satisfaction of knowing you’re directly 
contributing to their communities and improving their daily lives. 
For the creative traveller, it doesn’t come any finer than this.   
 
Bali isn’t all about its beaches, bewitching as they are. A long-
standing magnet for creative types, from Noël Coward to David 
Bowie, this is an island where artistic expression infuses daily life, 
whether through dance, painting, architecture holy or domestic, 
ceremonies and rituals, or even food and clothing. The luscious 
Four Seasons Resort Bali at Jimbaran Bay on the south coast 
made more than a nod to this artistic heritage when it opened its 
Ganesha Cultural Centre. In this unique interactive art space, 
you can sign up for workshops in Balinese art, music and crafts 
in the happy knowledge you’re helping support the local artists 
and artisans sharing their skills and passion. Among memorable 
activities are the chance to weave your own canang sari (a basket 
containing a Hindu offering) to present during a tour of the 
resort’s own temples with its in-house priest.  
 
Our cultural favourites at Jimbaran Bay include shrine tours 
(its lush water gardens are dotted with more than 300 of them) 
and shows ranging from Balinese dance (with the chance to join 
in if you’re suitably inspired) to Devdan theatre with its gravity-
defying aerial acrobatics, jaw-dropping illusions and shimmering 
costumes. Or for the culinarily inclined, the Four Seasons has a 
state-of-the-art cooking academy where you can learn skills to 
take home with you by preparing Indonesian dishes using organic 
local produce, including lemon basil, tamarind and pandan leaf 
grown in the resort’s kitchen gardens. Kids get a look in with 
family lessons and weekly pastry sessions. 
 
Sister property the Four Seasons Resort Bali at Sayan in its 
fertile Ayung River Valley setting in the central highlands lies 
just minutes from the island’s creative hub Ubud, famed for 
its traditional crafts and dance. Don’t miss a Balinese dance 
performance at Ubud Royal Palace, or see a show and then  
take a dance class in the hotel’s own Jati Bar. Other offerings  
are traditional shadow puppet shows, batik lessons and tours  
of Ubud’s art galleries and museums with a guide. 
 
If it’s spiritual enlightenment you seek, ask to meet with a 
Balinese healer, join in a tour of the resort’s own temple or sign up 
for an excursion to four sacred water temples along the Pekerisan 
River. Foodies make a beeline for the hotel’s new bamboo-built 
riverside cookery school – an open-air venue set amidst herb and 
vegetable gardens.

A DEEPER 
CONNECTION
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VOYAGES OF DISCOVERY
Dipping in and out of different 
destinations, cruises can be a 
great way of taking in culture. 
Seabourn Cruises raises the 
bar with its partnership with 
UNESCO, which for guests 
translates into deeper insights 
into the 150-plus World Heritage 
sites on the firm’s global 
itineraries, with an emphasis on 
sustainable tourism.

COLONIAL CHARM 
The characterful interiors of the 
Casas del XVI are only rivalled 
by its location in the Colonial 
City, a mellow neighbourhood 
in the Dominican Republic’s 
historic capital Santo Domingo. 
Sights here include museums 
and 16th to 18th-Century 
churches and other monuments; 
the concierge will arrange 
everything from church tours 
to culinary excursions.

Right: Four Seasons Resort Bali at Sayan  
Above: Four Seasons Resort Bali at Jimbaran Bay
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Across the Pacific on Mexico’s 
Riviera Maya, the sumptuous 
Belmond Maroma Resort 
& Spa invites you to discover 
some of the country’s most 
compelling Mayan ruins on 
the surrounding Yucatán 
Peninsula; the temples of 
Chichén Itzá, the clifftop 
walled-city ruins at Tulum, 
and the remains of Coba in its 
mystical setting deep in the 
jungle, which you can reach by 
bike. Come in May and you’ll 
be lucky enough to catch the 
Sacred Mayan Journey in 
nearby Xcaret, with locals in 
traditional attire honouring 
ancestors by making a boat 
pilgrimage to Cozumel Island.

Other activities that will 
make lasting memories are 
watching artisans at work in 
an authentic Mayan village 

– part of an Eco Adventure 
and Snorkelling Tour also 
featuring jungle zip-lining and 
investigating the largest of the 
region’s cenotes (freshwater 
sinkholes carved by 
underground rivers, believed 
by the Mayans to be gateways 
to the underworld).

After such cultural exertions, 
you may wish to head for 
the resort’s top-notch spa 
to submit to temazcal – a 
Mesoamerican purification 
custom encouraging the 
awakening of the inner self 
through introspection and 
detoxification. Alternatively, 
head for its bar La Cantina 
to learn the history of an 
altogether different type of 
spirit – Mexican tequila, 
available here in more than 
100 varieties.

For insights into 
Mediterranean culture,  
check into the The Romanos, 
a Luxury Collection Resort, 
Costa Navarino on the coast  
of Messinia in western Greece. 
With the area’s cultural 
heritage going back 4,500 
years and its long tradition of 
hospitality, it’s no surprise that 
this eco-friendly hotel puts 
serious thought into helping 
guests discover the area’s 
rich treasures, both physical 
and intellectual. 

Offerings include philosophy 
walks led by classical 
scholars, astronomy nights, 
photographic exhibitions 
and art tours (contemporary 
Greek and international 
works are on show throughout 
the resort). There’s even a 
Democracy & Books Weekend 
curated by The New York 
Times. Other events have 
included costume and fashion 
displays and Greek marionette 

theatre featuring gods and 
demigods from mythology. 

Gastronomy seminars 
draw ardent foodies, but for 
something more hands-on 
you can sign up for cheese-
tasting and -making sessions, 
‘farm-to-table’ experiences 
(picking vegetables from the 
kitchen garden and enjoying 
them during an al fresco 
lunch), cookery lessons 
with local women and wine 
masterclasses sampling local 
and national tipples. And 
for a souvenir with personal 
meaning, you can even 
take a lesson in traditional 
Messinian embroidery, 
learning styles and techniques 
handed down over centuries. 

//  UTHANDO

Travel experiences don’t come any more momentous than those 
offered by Uthando Cultural Interactions, whose award-winning 
non-profit visits to community development projects around Cape 
Town represent the finest in ethical tourism. A cause close to our 
hearts, a donation of R200 is made for every holiday booked to 
Africa with Carrier.

Uplifting and interactive, the Fair Trade in Tourism certified tours 
give you the chance to meet inspirational activists running innovative 
projects on ‘Cape Flats’ in the east of the city, to engage with locals 
and to have a positive impact on their lives. All revenue goes to fund 
the initiatives, which include urban agriculture, youth development 
through art, dance, music and sport, and prisoner rehabilitation. 
GreenPop, to take just one example, runs urban greening projects 
to empower underprivileged neighbourhoods to improve their 
landscapes and create jobs.

Three or four projects are visited on each tour. As well as getting 
rare insights into the communities and the challenges they face from 
your guides, who are experts on local customs, culture and traditions, 
you’ll glean a fascinating overview of South African history and the 
state of the country today. You may also get the chance to buy hand-
made products in the township, and there’s the option to Pack For A 
Cause by bringing something from home useful to the communities.
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// PUGLIA

Part of an expansive country estate overlooking the Adriatic 
in Puglia in south-east Italy, Masseria Torre Coccaro 
combines a blissful boutique retreat in an old stone 
farmhouse and watchtower with an authentic taste of life 
on a working organic farm. In keeping with this setting, many 
guests make food and wine tours of the region using insider 
recommendations from the hotel staff. Others tour Puglia’s 
great wealth of historic sights, including the 13th-Century 
citadel and castle of Castel del Monte and the churches, 
buildings and gardens of Trani’s Old Town – again, staff will 
happily give you tips and ideas.

For more foodie adventures, there’s an on-site cookery 
school where you can learn to make Apulian dishes based 
on ingredients you’ve gathered in the hotel garden, as well 
as pizza in a firewood oven dating from 1500 and cheeses  
rom scratch. Fish and vegetable market visits can be 
organised, as can cheese-farm visits, and there are wine 
and olive oil tastings and gourmet bike tours through 
olive groves to fishing villages where you can taste seafood 
straight from the boats. Add to this painting and photographic 
courses and personalised language classes (including some 
for kids or teens) and you’ll be hard-pressed to find time 
to relax!

A DEEPER CONNECTION

Ceremony, ritual, authenticity 
and local heritage have been 
at the heart of the Taj ethos 
since the opening of the Indian 
group’s first hotel in 1903. 
It’s a philosophy that shines 
through in everything from the 
lighting of traditional diyas 
(oil lamps) each sunset to 
educational provision for the 
staff’s children.

A favourite among presidents 
and pop stars, the Taj Mahal 
Palace is perfectly placed 
to enjoy the extraordinary 
cultural wealth of Mumbai, 
whether it be attending 
festivals, visiting museums or 
admiring iconic architecture. 

In colour-drenched Rajasthan 
to the north, three Taj 
properties dig deep into 
regional culture. In the ‘Pink 
City’ Jaipur, Rambagh Palace 
has served time as a royal 

guesthouse, hunting lodge 
and maharaja’s residence, as 
a heritage tour by one of the 
knowledgeable butlers will 
reveal. Traditional welcome 
ceremonies performed to the 
echoing music of the shehnai 
make you feel like royalty from 
the moment you arrive. 

Looking down over the 
‘Blue City’ Jodhpur, Umaid 
Bhawan Palace is still the 
residence of the former royal 
family. As well as housing a Taj 
hotel, it has an on-site museum 
where you can learn all about 
the lavish lives of India’s ‘great 
kings’. Or in Udaipur, Taj Lake 
Palace rising mirage-like from 
Lake Pichola was a maharana’s 
winter residence and peacocks 
still strut its courtyards. It’s 
perfect for exploring this city 
with its gorgeous buildings, 
kaleidoscopic bazaars, and 
thriving arts and crafts scene. 
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TRAVEL
WITH A CONSCIENCE

From endangered ecosystems to local communities –  
let’s get serious about sustainability…

SONG SAA PRIVATE ISLAND, CAMBODIA 

The whole resort is eco by design. The Cambodian-
style overwater villas are built from ethically-sourced 
timber from salvaged fishing boats, driftwood has been 
transformed into quirky furniture and chandeliers 
created from recycled oil drums. Ethically-minded 
guests can get involved with a diverse range of projects 
courtesy of the remarkable Song Saa Foundation, 
from pioneering renewable energy and educational 
programmes, to saving endangered marine species.

CLAYOQUOT WILDERNESS RESORT,  
BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA 

Located within the UNESCO Clayoquot Sound 
Biosphere Reserve, this luxury tented wilderness  
resort operates an Environmental Legacy Program — 
hike into the forest with locally employed Ahousaht 
people and learn about the emphasis on rehabilitating 
trees, the earth’s living lungs, from decades of logging, 
mining and commercial fishing. Back at the camp dine 
on locally-raised meat and fresh seafood, accompanied 
by award-winning British Columbia wines.

TREEHOTEL, SWEDEN 

Owners Britta and Kent are serious about the minimal 
environmental impact of this luxe hideaway in the 
most unspoilt natural surroundings. Most activities 
only need the power of nature – think snowshoe 
walks, dogsledding and culture-rich encounters with 
local Sami people – whilst the innovatively designed 
treehouse accommodation has been built with non-
intrusive methods. Inside, materials are chemical-free, 
hydroelectricity powers low-energy LED lighting and 
plumbing is water-efficient.

THE BRANDO, FRENCH POLYNESIA 

Marlon Brando’s dream of a ‘university of the sea’ is 
realised on paradisiacal Tetiaroa —spiritually important 
to Tahitians — where there’s a focus on the endangered 
green sea turtle and sustainable fishing. Close to being 
carbon neutral and self-sustainable, the resort operates 
solely on renewable energy from the sea, sun and 
coconut oil. Do your bit by cycling around the atoll or 
enrolling in the proposed carbon offset programme.

Clockwise from below:
7th Room at TreeHotel, Sweden; Villa at Song Saa Private 
Island, Cambodia; dining at Clayoquot Wilderness Resort, 
British Columbia, Canada; resort view and environmental 
initiatives both at Gili Lankanfushi, Maldives; Three-
bedroomed suite at The Brando, French Polynesia
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GILI LANKANFUSHI, MALDIVES

No shoes, no news is the mantra here and eco-tourism is its 
soul. Named the world’s most ‘Eco-friendly Hotel’ at the Haute 
Grandeur Global Hotel Awards 2017, the focus is on protecting 
the fragile coral reef and leaving only footprints behind, whether 
environmental or in the sand. Partnering with Earthcheck, 
resident marine biologist Claire Baranowski manages Gili 

Veshi, the new conservation centre – learn about coral line 
rehabilitation and protecting the fragile marine ecosystem 
or head to a nearby village to educate locals on the role they 
play. There’s also Gili's No Plastic Policy, so leave all lotions 
and potions at home – organic toiletries are provided in 
refillable earthenware containers. As part of its sustainability 
efforts, the island’s dedicated desalination plant provides still 
and sparkling water in eco-friendly glass bottles.
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Close your eyes, dream of paradise, and 
even the most fertile imagination won’t 

conjure up somewhere so stunning 
as Capella Ubud, Bali. Situated in 
the artist village of Keliki, between 

rainforest, rice paddies and the sacred 
Wos River, this hidden sanctuary brings 

the wonder of exotic Bali together with 
the concept of celebrated architect 

Bill Bensley.

What it takes to be 

AMAN
In an age where world travel is more accessible, more social, and more adventurous 
than ever, there is a growing lust amongst travellers for authentic and experiential 

ways of visiting a destination, as well as enjoying luxurious standards of living.

With 31 properties across 20 countries, Aman has a firm reputation for consistently 
delivering industry-leading levels of hospitality, while creating unforgettable 

experiences that connect guests to the cultures around them. 

AMANGIRI, UTAH
Meaning ‘peaceful mountain’, Amangiri 

lies amidst eroded rock canyons 
within remote - and federal protected - 

parkland. Spa treatments reflect Navajo 
healing traditions, and a programme 

of rock scrambles and paleontological 
excursions allow guests to experience the 

natural desert environment and learn 
about the region’s ancient history.

AMANJENA, MOROCCO
Moroccan honey is regarded as the 
most delicious and fragrant in the 

world, renowned for its health benefits 
and medicinal properties. In a region 

celebrated for its apiculture, Amanjena 
has developed a honey menu, showcasing 

no less than 12 varieties from local 
farmers, and a sommelier to highlight 

their array of flavours, uses and origins.

AMAN VENICE, ITALY
This frescoed palazzo overlooking 

the Grand Canal is drenched in 16th-
Century grandeur, from gilded ceilings 

and Murano chandeliers down to 
flawless parquet and marble floors. The 
theatre doesn’t stop there, as guests are 

invited to experience the operatic works 
of Verdi, Puccini and Rossini in a private 

box at the renowned La Fenice 
opera house.

AMANTAKA, LAOS
In the UNESCO-protected spiritual 

capital of Luang Prabang, this French 
colonial estate is a true fusion of 

East-meets-West, and Bordeaux-born 
Head Chef Charly Gomes makes sure 
this mélange is no less apparent in the 

resort’s culinary offerings. Gomes takes 
guests on off-the-beaten-track tours of 

local night-markets and food stalls and 
shares his own inspired take on the 

cuisine. 

AMANSARA, CAMBODIA 
Authentically Asian heritage meets 

sixties-modernism at Amansara, 
and tranquillity radiates through the 
grounds of this former guesthouse to 

foreign dignitaries. A stone’s throw 
from the Angkor Archaeological 

site, guests can explore the region’s 
architectural and spiritual heritage 

using Amansara's fleet of custom-fitted 
remorks, before sipping cocktails 

fusing locally made spirits with 
aromatic plants and herbs from the 

serene rooftop garden. 

Featured:
Amanjena, Morocco

BaliNOURISH 
MIND, BODY 

AND SOUL IN 
BEAUTIFUL Inspired by the spirit and adventure of early European 

settlers, this ultra-luxurious tented camp offers 22 
individually styled one-bedroom retreats, plus a spectacular 
two-bedroomed lodge, all with private salt-water pools. 
Lavishly appointed, all are adorned with antique art and 
built with complete respect for Ubud’s forested terrain, 
with not a single tree felled during construction.

Capella Personal Assistants will craft bespoke itineraries 
that cater for every interest; rich cultural heritage awaits 
exploration, with a wealth of sights and experiences unique 
to this enchanting area within easy reach. The simple beauty 
of everyday life is experienced in Keliki Village, whilst water 
blessings cleanse the soul at the holy temples of Sebatu and 
Tempak Siring or the onsite Wos River Temple.

Adventurers can enjoy breathtaking views while mountain-
biking in the Kintamani area, or climbing Mount Batur 
before toasting the sunrise with a champagne breakfast. 
Would be castaways are helicoptered away to a private 
beach for a day of relaxation and gourmet picnicking.

Seasonal menus with farm to table contemporary European 
dining are on offer at the camp’s dining room, Mads Lange. 
Asian barbecues and authentic campfire cuisine take 
guests on a sensorial culinary journey too, ending under 
the stars enjoying the tales of local storytellers over pulled 
hot chocolate and toasted marshmallows.

Yoga sessions, spa pampering and spiritual healing combine 
with nourishing cuisine from sunrise to sunrise for those 
who choose 24 hours ‘confined to quarters’ for the ultimate 
wellness experience. Mind, body, soul and spirit - all are 
enriched at Capella Ubud, Bali.
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We draw upon the places and spaces that are 
beloved within the luxury landscape; from the most 

anticipated hotel openings and destinations that 
never go out of style to boutique boltholes that 

exceed the expected every time. Ensure you stay 
ahead of the curve in luxury escapism at all times…

Above: Gentle waves at Huvafen Fushi, Maldives



Staying ahead of the curve in luxury escapism at all times, 
we bring you the most anticipated new launches and 

renovations from around the world. 

UNVEILED

Last November saw the launch of Park Hyatt 
St. Kitts – the first luxury resort in its region. 
The opening brought with it a comprehensive 
culinary and beverage offering for gastronomes. 
From ocean-to-table dining at the Fisherman’s 
Village to the Masters of Food & Wine series led 
by seasoned chefs, sommeliers and mixologists. 

Minimal décor lets the Caribbean calypso shine 
and finds harmony between contemporary 
design and colonial tradition. More than 70 
expansive rooms and 48 spacious suites provide 
sanctum to guests who are looking for revitalisation 
without fuss; a home from home with the frills 
of a five-star hotel and direct access to one of 
the world’s most beautiful beaches. 

Time and space to rejuvenate is imperative 
at all ages which is why the resort introduces 
its dynamic Island Fort by Camp Hyatt for 
fledgling guests. While kids let loose in the lap 
of luxury, grown-ups can enjoy a range of water 
sports, rejuvenate in the spa or panoramic 
views across Banana Bay from the Lagoon Pool. 

Also set for jubilation this year is the 
internationally celebrated Raffles Singapore. 
Ahead of its 130th anniversary, the hotel has 
been undergoing an extravagant renovation. 
Preparing to clear its wrought-iron façade 
once again towards the end of the year, the 
magnificent property hopes to enamour guests 
with homage to its rich heritage, while wowing 
with a refreshed approach to luxury escape.

Raffles Singapore has long quenched the 
superior requirements of those well-travelled 
and now promises to surpass all expectations 
with newly launched bars, innovative dining 
concepts, iconic experiences and a whole new 
calibre of all-suite accommodation. Short 
stay guests can enjoy the Studio Suites while 
those planning to linger for longer can inhabit 
one of the cinema-themed Residence Suites 
in the Raffles Arcade. Those looking for 
added indulgence will be enticed by the lavish 
Promenade Suites, which hark back to the days 
when the hotel had a beachfront. 

In synch with the charismatic architecture here, 
events will strike a gracious balance between 
past and present. A Raffles Heritage Trail, 
dinner at the Sommelier’s Table and a cocktail 

masterclass in the home of the Singapore 
Sling are all part of the vibrant portfolio of 
experiences you won’t find anywhere else in  
the world. 

Don’t worry if waiting until the second half  
of the year for your next unveiling seems 
unbearable though. From late this summer,  
the 10 million year old rainforest in Langkawi 
(also known as the Jewel of Kedah) will 
become home again to newly renovated The 
Datai Langkawi. Nestled amongst hectares 
worth of resplendent Malaysian verdure, its 
affluent regeneration brings fine dining from 
around the globe, holistic spa therapies and 
a dedicated nature centre, inspired by tribal 
bamboo longhouses. 

The acclaimed five-star property offers 
heavenly rooms, suites and villas under three 
umbrellas: the Canopy Collection with views 
of the surrounding habitat, the Rainforest 
Collection Villas which lie in the heart of 
the tropical vegetation and the secluded 
Beach Collection Villas. The latter comes 
with exclusive access to one of National 
Geographic’s most desirable hideaways, 
Datai Bay and a private complimentary bar 
replenished daily.

To experience the epitome of ultra-luxe living, 
navigate yourself towards The Datai Estate 
where 3,500 square metres of lavish design 
and sublime amenities lay waiting. Each of 
the five bedrooms gratifies fine details such as 
crisp Egyptian cotton sheets and sustainable 
timber beams, while simultaneously offering 
monumental views of the Andaman Sea and 
neighbouring Tarutao Island.

Raffles Singapore has long 
quenched the superior 
requirements of those well 
travelled and now promises  
to surpass all expectations
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Image: The Datai Langkawi
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There are plenty more incredible unveilings  
on the horizon too closer to home. Opened 
just this month is the highly-anticipated Ikos 
Dassia. Where an unequivocally Grecian  
design palette of blue, white and cream will 
blend timelessly into the immaculate panorama 
of Corfu but still introduce a modern and  
avant-garde sophistication. 

Double rooms, one and two bedroom suites, as 
well as two and three bedroom villas cater for a 
diverse clientele. Choose from breathtaking sea 
vistas or mainland-facing views, depending on 
which best soothes your soul. Deluxe Collection 
guests will also be able to bask in the glory of a 
Taittinger Champagne arrival, complimentary 
spa treatment, premium mini bar, private pool 
and an exclusive area of Dassia Beach. 

The beach carries a prestigious Blue Flag 
accolade and boasts one of the finest seafronts 
on the island. Beach soccer, yoga and aqua 
aerobics are all gifted within the all-inclusive 
offering and complement the Infinite Lifestyle 
recreation portfolio curated for all ages. 
Rejuvenate at the Anne Semonin spa or master 
Greek dancing by day, then indulge in gourmet 
delicacies in a choice of six à la carte restaurants 
or via the unique Dine Out programme by night. 

Far less understated but equally as stunning is 
the notorious getaway destination that surely 
needs no introduction. Recent decades have 
seen the sun-bleached Balearic Island of Ibiza 
become a Mecca for music lovers and a paradise 
for those who want to raise a Sex on the Beach 
to hedonism. However, it seems the tides might 
be a-changing for little old Ibiza as it attracts a 
more sophisticated audience once more. 

A short sojourn from the hustle and bustle of 
Ibiza town will find you at one of the newest and 
most highly anticipated hotels the island has to 
offer. Opened in March this year Nobu Hotel 
Ibiza Bay is an oasis of ultra-luxury on the 
immaculate coastline of Talamanca Bay, in all  
its gilded glory. 

Pristine white, bold cobalt and gold architectural 
design make the property a symbol of Ibizan 
history but set new standards of sophistication 

on the well-partied White Isle. Cookery classes, 
bohemian foraging and music workshops are 
how younger guests while away the hours. Adults 
transcend the every day with the lure of on-site 
mixologists, gourmet dining and ferry rides to 
the hidden coves of Formentera.

All rooms at Nobu are fitted with decadent 
marble bathrooms complete with rain shower 
and/or deep soaking tub so that escapism can 
continue behind closed doors. Plunge pools, 
expansive lounge areas and panoramic vistas 
from a rooftop terrace feature at the more 
extravagant suites available on the premises.

On the other side of this readily frequented 
island sits a pocket of total euphoria which goes 
by the name of 7 Pines Resort Ibiza. Launching 
in June this year, 7 Pines promises an elevation 
to whole new levels of luxury that we’re yet to 
have seen on the western coast of Ibiza. Each of 
its 186 airy and ample suites are an embodiment 
of understated luxury that brings the classic 
whitewash aesthetic of the island up to date. 

A picturesque half hour journey will situate you 
in the epicentre of the Ibiza town action where 
authentic tapas, uber cool bars, chilled out 
beats and rustic markets prove captivating to an 
assorted audience. While this hive of colourful 
activity is but a stone’s skim away, you really 
aren’t required to abandon the confines of your 
heavenly retreat to fully immerse yourself in the 
Balearic spirit. 

Modern, Mediterranean cuisine is the signature 
gastronomy, embellished by interactive culinary 
concepts and guest appearances from esteemed 
celebrity chefs. Spend your day on a private 
yacht or at the Pure Seven Spa which uses 
locally sourced ingredients such as Ibizan salt 
and olive oil in its treatments. Watch the sun 
set by evening, drinking premium whisky and 
champagne on the Pershing Terrace.

Opposite page clockwise from top:
Decked Area Park Hyatt St. Kitts, Junior Suite Sea 
View at Ikos Dassia, Pool Deck at Nobu Hotel Ibiza 
Bay, Suite Lounge at 7 Pines Resort Ibiza, Pool at 
Raffles Singapore
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If dancing the night away at the uptown 
Cone Club isn’t your flute of bubbles then 
perhaps Bali’s organic-luxe COMO Uma 
Canggu will be better suited to tickling 
your fancy. The most recent to join the 
COMO Hotels and Resorts family resides 
on Bali’s southern coast, with powder-
soft sands and the cerulean Indian Ocean 
its border. 

It’s elegant easy-living all the way here, 
with an array of deluxe accommodation 
that caters for couples, families and friends 
groups alike. A portfolio of 52 rooms and 
suites, 55 one or two-bedroom residencies 
and 12 three-bedroom COMO Penthouses 
complete with private pools sit just metres 
from where the warm waves break. 

The COMO Shambhala Retreat 
wellness centre provides sanctuary, while 
Tropicsurf instructors are on hand to help 
you conquer even the most challenging 
surf beaches. The COMO Beach Club 
lures in both adults and children who 
come together to enjoy an eclectic menu 
of signature dishes against a soundtrack 
of live acoustic musicians. Children are 
kept entertained at “Play by COMO” kids 

club whilst adults succumb to the swing-
chairs, perfect for watching unforgettable 
sunset views.

The same renowned hospitality and 
tranquil ambience applies at COMO 
Parrot Cay on its own private island in 
Turks & Caicos. The tropical archipelago 
is home to some of the Caribbean’s most 
affluent and awe-inspiring estate homes 
so you’re sure to keep sterling company if 

The beginning of next year will mark the 
grand launch of The Ritz-Carlton Yacht 
Collection, setting sail to unprecedented 
luxury at sea. Three extravagant yachts will 
play host to a profile of bespoke 7-12 night 
cruises, each voyage embellished with 
premium amenities, gourmet dining and 
destination-designed experiences. 

Contemporary architecture looks clean 
and organic against cashmere sands 
and crystal waters at the Silversands, 
Grenada resort which is set to launch in 
November. At the new-build ultra-luxe 
property, immerse yourself in exotic 
experiences and plunge into the longest 
swimming pool in the Caribbean.  

Sharing its name with a celebrated 
silverback gorilla that was cherished across 
Rwanda for his tenderness and humility, 
the new Singita Kwitonda Lodge will 
open in late 2019. Eight elegant suites 
and a deluxe villa will offer unrivalled 
views of the African wilderness and marry 
conservation, safari and luxury adventure.

Top: Ulmer House 
Outdoor Area at COMO 
Parrot Cay
Below: One Bedroom 
Residence at COMO 
Uma Canggu
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ONES TO WATCH

A CARIBBEAN LEGEND 
TRANSFORMED
Hotel review by Tatler, Francesca Carington

On the lush southern coast 
of Antigua, the hazy outline 
of Monserrat visible on the 
horizon, is the most fabulous 
hotel. The 72-room Curtain 
Bluff resort, which re-opened 
in November 2017 after a 
loving facelift, first opened 55 
years ago, and is still owned by 
the glamorous Chelle Hulford, 
whose husband discovered 
this glorious stretch of land in 
the 1960s. 

Every room overlooks the Surf 
Beach and so, whether you’re 
staying in a deluxe suite with 
a private infinity pool on the 
balcony, or living it up in a 
ground floor room that leads 
straight out onto the beach, 
you’ll drift away to the soft 
rush of the waves each night. 
The rooms are done up in 
shades of blue and white, with 
stylish wicker furniture, piles 
of novels on the shelves and 
huge, luxurious baths. 
 

Should you manage to extract 
yourself from these comforts 
and make it over to the hotel’s 
other beach, the activities on 
offer are endless. If you’re 
into water sports, you can 
go waterskiing, snorkelling, 
scuba diving, windsurfing and 
kayaking, or even just plain old 
swimming. There is a squash 
court and there are four tennis 
courts, which are the site of 
biannual tennis weeks often 
hosting pros from all over 
the world. Every week guests 
are invited to Bluff House, 
where Chelle lives, for moonlit 
cocktails and her world-
famous shrimp. It is at these 
events that any sense you had 
of the staff as one massive 
family is confirmed. Many 
of them have been here for 
more than 30 years, and some 
have been involved with the 
hotel since childhood through 
Curtain Bluff’s philanthropic 
work in the community. 

Maybe that’s why they’re so 
completely brilliant; eternally 
cheery and helpful, and 
always willing to tell you the 
happening things on nearby. 
One must is the weekly sunset 
party at Shirley Heights on 
Sunday evenings. It’s always 
buzzing with locals and 
tourists alike, watching the 
sun disappear in the distance 
while sipping on piña coladas 
high on a cliff above English 
Harbour. Curtain Bluff also 
hosts its own weekly beach 
parties, complete with steel 
drums and fire-dancers – 
and, of course, the fantastic 
Caribbean food that you’ll 
have become used to. You’ll 
sample the most delicious  
sea-food – mahi-mahi, grouper 
and lobster – and Caribbean 
classics like plantain, callaloo 
soup and Antigua’s famous 
black pineapples.  
Utter heaven. Why would 
you ever want to leave?
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privacy and seclusion is your preference. 
A recent refurbishment has introduced 
splendid marble bathrooms, walk in 
showers, minimal wooden flooring and 
a calming colour scheme to its spirited 
accommodation. When it’s time to 
break away from your oasis of calm, 
personalised family experiences including 
active pursuits and culinary endeavours 
are the perfect mode by which to absorb 
this ethereal habitat. 
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Myconian Magnificence 
Nine properties. Nine 
different ambiences. All 
with Instagram-worthy 
accommodation, gourmet 
dining and state-of-the-art 
Thalassotherapy spas, the 
Myconian Collection boasts 
some of the finest places to 
stay in Mykonos. 

And other hoteliers seem to 
think so, too. Hotels within 
the collection are members 
of the Relais & Châteaux, 
Leading Hotels of the World, 
Design Hotels and Preferred 
Hotels & Resorts portfolios, 
respectively, and the group has 
also partnered with luxe spa 
brands Elemis, St Barth and 
Kerstin Florian. 

Guests can dine at any of the 
hotels in the collection, with 
dining selections including 
Greek cuisine, Japanese, 
Mediterranean, fine dining, 
indulgent champagne 
breakfasts and fresh fish 
seafood creations – enjoy all 
of these al fresco, in villa and 
paired with an international 
wine list.

Accommodation options are 
equally as diverse – you’re 
spoilt for choice in Elia Beach, 
one of the island’s prettiest 
stretches of sand, with three 
enticing properties. Take in 

the rugged natural beauty 
from the Jacuzzi on your 
private balcony at exquisite 
Avaton, eco-tourists will love 
boutique Utopia, built to have 
minimum environmental 
impact – think exotic woods 
and hand-cut stone – or 
for the ultimate in privacy, 
opt for the Myconian Villa 
Collection. Created in the 
Cycladic architectural style – 
whitewashed exteriors and a 
narrow maze of cobblestone 
alleyways – they are ultra-
spacious and come with a 
private chef.

Kyma stands in an enviable 
hilltop location overlooking 
cosmopolitan Mykonos Town, 
a microcosm of the city below 
with its chilled out vibe – sink 
into the comfiest sun loungers 
by the infinity pool, taking in 
those magnificent Myconian 
vistas, whilst a dedicated 
butler attends to your every 
whim. Meanwhile the elegant 
and recently renovated 
Ambassador overlooks the 
renowned Platis Yialos beach. 
The exclusively designed 
suites feature Nespresso 
machines and accents of 
Aegean-inspired turquoise, 
whilst in the sumptuous 
bathrooms you’ll find Molton 
Brown products and a rainfall 
shower designed by Vola 
and Grohe.
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WOW
AN ENVIRO-LUXE 

HIDE-AWAY 

Architecture aficionados, design buffs

and fastidious foodies – the creative

class demand more when they travel.

From curated curios to Michelin-

starred restaurants, boundary-breaking

architecture to high-tech mod-cons,

from sensational renovations to state

of-the-art spas, hotels are transforming

into super sophisticated sanctuaries

and redefining what it means to

‘travel in style.’Following a grand 
refurbishment, the alluring 
Desroches Island has opened 
its pearly gates once more and 
relaunched this year as the 
exquisite Four Seasons Resort 
Seychelles at Desroches 
Island. Still the divine private 
island it always has been but 
now with a refreshing finesse 
that elevates it to extraordinary 
levels of luxury, this is where 
seclusion reigns supreme. 
Exclusivity in all its glory. 

Diverse accommodation 
options include the stunning 
Coral Beach and Sunset Beach 

Villas, three or seven bedroom 
Presidential Villa properties, 
the Sunset Beach Suite, the 
Desroches Suite and the 
beautiful Beach Bungalow. 
If that wasn’t enough to spoil 
you for choice, there is also 
a selection of three to five 
bedroom Residence Villas to 
choose from. Whichever one 
you do pick as your home  
away from home, indulge in 
direct beach access and all-
encompassing amenities for 
all party styles and sizes. 

A 14 kilometre expanse of 
panoramic splendour sets itself 

apart from the East African 
archipelago here with its flush 
landscapes and outstretched 
terrain. Unlike the rugged 
mountainscape and climbing 
jungles which denote many 
of its Seychelles siblings, 
the resort is a flat, sprawling 
sanctuary. Here you will swap 
the turbulence of normality 
for supreme hospitality and 
your pick from a plethora of 
incredible experiences. 

An organic spa provides the 
ultimate enviro-luxe wellness 
escape, while an on-resort 
conservation centre is a 

must for both children and 
adults looking to learn more 
about this cherished island. 
Dedicated marine biologists 
devote their lives to nurturing 
new coral reef for both 
you and Mother Nature to 
savour, making the resort a 
paradise for diving, fishing 
and snorkelling through the 
atoll. Be sure to leave time for 
a trip to the Giant Tortoise 
Sanctuary to admire one of 
the world’s most majestic and 
endangered species.

Launching its exclusive new service earlier this year, British Airways now gives passengers on the hunt for paradise the 
chance to fly direct to one of the world's most desirable destinations. Take off from the hustle and bustle of Heathrow 

Terminal 5 and glide seamlessly into the celestial haven known as the Seychelles. Skim over the Indian Ocean aboard the 
Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner fleet in the lap of aerial luxury from A to sea. Direct travel has never been more streamline. 

FLY DIRECT ON THE DREAMLINER
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BAJAN BLISS 
The welcome of a cold 
lavender scented towel and 
refreshing drink of your 
choice upon arrival sets the 
tone for the truly inimitable 
Bajan hospitality at The 
Sandpiper. Within walking 
distance of lively Holetown, 
this treasure was built and 
is still owned by the O’Hara 
family who have raised 
the luxury offering at this 
boutique beachside retreat – 
in 2015 the Beach House was 
given an impressive facelift.

Thoroughly indulgent, 
contemporary in style  
with neutral palettes or fresh 
ocean-inspired tones, Beach 
House Suites have expansive 
ocean front sun-decks, 
opulent bathrooms, and 
‘media centres’ in the  
living room. Couples will  
love the Tree Top Suite 
Curlew that has all the Beach 
Suite amenities in addition 
to a covered balcony with 
private bar and plunge pool. 
A second sleek lap pool with 
sculptural water feature 
framed by partially sunken 
sun loungers completes the 
updated offering. 

The same high culinary 
standards remain, overseen 
by Executive Chef 
Christophe Poupardin – 
enjoy a delectable fusion 
of European, Asian and 
Caribbean cuisine at the 
open-air restaurant fringed 
by koi-filled ponds. Daytime 
strolls to the inviting 
Harold’s Beach Bar are a 
must to sample a tropical 
“Harold’s Smile” made by 
the man himself.

ELEGANTLY 
UNDERSTATED 
EXCLUSIVITY 
For those seeking a boutique 
bolthole away from the 
Caribbean’s busier resorts, 
Pink Sands Club Canouan 
is a smart choice. Unashamedly 
known as the place “where 
billionaires go to escape the 
millionaires”, luxury here is 
surprisingly understated.

The 26 spacious suites and 
eight patio villas offer a private 
island-like experience – there 
are only a handful of hotels 
here. The epitome of beach 
chic, classic Caribbean charm 
is present in cream fabrics, 
dark woods and signature 
Grenadian pink accents, 
whilst pioneering technology 
enhances the guest experience 
– in-room amenities, gourmet 
services and spa treatments 
are all controlled by a tablet. 
Prefer your treatments in the 
spa? You may well do here – 
nestled on a hillside, indulgent 
treatments at The Spa all come 
with breathtaking ocean views.

Golf aficionados will love the 
Jim Fazio-designed 18-hole 
course – a design feat in itself – 
rising dramatically from sea  
level to the rim of an extinct 
volcano with sensational views.  

For effortless exploring, take 
your very own golf cart around  
the 1,200-acre estate in search 
of wild tortoise, from which the 
island gets its name. 

Back at the resort, indulge in 
some of the most exquisite 
culinary experiences in the 
Caribbean – highlights include  
pan-Asian cuisine at Romeo 
and private fine dining 
overlooking the lagoon 
at Juliet.

TIN MINING 
TRIUMPH
A quirky alternative to 
Phuket’s usual beachside 
offering, The Slate combines 
the area’s raw natural beauty 
with its tin mining past. 
American architect Bill 
Bensley has cleverly used 
bare blocks, wild ponds, 
poured cement and jungle 
greenery to great effect and 
pleasingly, comfort has not 
been sacrificed for style; 
sprawling suites and villas 
feature freestanding baths, 
private pools and cosy 
corners. At Coqoon Spa, the 
concept of being cocooned is 
taken rather literally with the 
Nest, an impressive wicker 
structure suspended in a 
giant banyan tree.

SOPHISTICATED 
APRÈS-SKI  
Alpine charm fuses with 
Asian-inspired architecture 
at The Chedi Andermatt, a 
stylish retreat for those who 
desire sophisticated après-
ski. Designed by starchitect 
Jean-Michel Gathy, interiors 
ooze warmth and openness 
and feature 200 contemporary 
fireplaces, Rubens-style 
murals, a Tibetan-themed spa 
and a sumptuous ski room with 
sink in sofas, ski butlers, 
vintage memorabilia and 
quirky pieces of art. The 
award-winning Japanese 
restaurant boasts one Michelin 
star, 16 Gault Millau points 
and the most extensive sake 
selection in Switzerland – 35 
to be exact.

CONTEMPORARY 
CAPE TOWN
Opening last year, industrial-
chic The Silo has elevated 
Cape Town’s luxury offering 
through its celebration of 
art, style, architecture and 
design. The reimagined 
historic grain building 
houses art gallery Zeitz 
MOCAA – boasting the 
continent's largest collection 
of contemporary African art – 
and the 28 individually styled 
rooms have been furnished 
by owner Liz Biden with local 
pieces. But the real show-
stoppers are the huge geodesic 
windows that balloon out 
from the building’s façade, 
providing jaw-dropping views 
of the V&A Waterfront and 
Table Mountain.

LUXURY IN 
TIMES SQUARE
An oasis of calm amongst 
the noise, neon and crowds 
of Times Square, The 
Knickerbocker is a New 
York institution reimagined 
as an ultra-modern luxe 
sanctuary. Built by renowned 
entrepreneur John Jacob 
Aster IV in 1906, this Beaux-
Arts beauty has hosted 
illustrious guests such as 
J.D. Rockefeller and F. Scott 
Fitzgerald. Today, guests 
can enjoy a superb culinary 
programme spearheaded by 
award-winning chef, Michelin-
starred restaurateur, hotelier 
and author, Charlie Palmer and 
mouth-watering cocktails at St. 
Cloud, one of the city’s most 
magnificent rooftop bars.
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Top & Middle: The Sandpiper, Barbados
Below: Pink Sands Club, Canouan

Clockwise from left:
The Slate, Phuket; The Silo, Cape Town; 

The Chedi Andermatt, Switzerland; 
The Knickerbocker, New York
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Le Saint Géran is the original beach pin-
up on Mauritius, where the pedicurist is as 
famous as many of its guests and the manager 
rides a Harley. So how does it look after its 
recent £40 million costume change?

the
JOIN

DOTS
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Preetham Halkory, a 
receptionist, has worked at Le 
Saint Géran since it opened in 
1975, when it was practically 
the only hotel on Mauritius. (It 
was not until 2002 that it was 
rebranded as the One&Only 
Le Saint Géran, by which time 
its claim to uniqueness was 
a matter of wishful thinking 
rather than of straightforward 
description.)

Preetham has welcomed 
countless young couples 
who, between visits, became 
parents, and whose children 
grew up and became parents 
themselves, and who now 
come to stay with their own 
children. He has watched the 
hotel grow up too. It recently 
reopened after a nine-
month renovation that has 
introduced a lovely new sense 
of lightness, brightness and 
uncluttered space. ‘Very nice’, 
in Preetham’s opinion.

I suggested to Preetham that 
he must have seen quite a bit 
of, you know, stuff in his time. 
Antics. Escapades. Capers. 
Shenanigans. Wild nights with 
the hotel’s former owner Sol 
Kerzner, the pint-sized, party-
loving and much-married 
tycoon from South Africa 
who built Sun City and the 
One&Only empire, and for a 
while enjoyed a reputation as 
the most extravagant hotelier 
in the world. ‘Oh, Mr Kerzner, 
yes,’ said Preetham fondly. 
‘Very nice! His friends also.’
In the back of my mind were 
stories I had heard about 
starry One&Only jamborees, 
certain colourful details of 
which it would not be wholly 
appropriate, or legally prudent, 
to repeat. In any case hijinks 
of this kind appear to have 
made little impression on 
Preetham. Catherine Deneuve 
in a bikini, perhaps? Princess 
Caroline of Monaco in a 
punch bowl? Nelson Mandela 
on a windsurfer? Preetham 
just smiled at me in a kind, 
solicitous way, as if worried 

that I might have been slightly 
touched by the sun. When 
pressed, however, he did admit 
to having particularly enjoyed 
a visit by the Spanish flamenco 
troupe the Gipsy Kings. ‘They 
were here for five nights. Every 
night they played their guitars 
and did wonderful things with 
their feet. Clickety-clack, 
clickety-clack, clickety-clack! 
All the guests got up and 
danced with them. Oh, yes, 
very nice!’

Such natural sweetness and 
impeccable discretion are the 
reasons why Preetham is a 
VIP to his VIP guests, a rock 
star among rock stars. When 
the renovation was nearing 
completion, his phone started 
ringing. ‘You’re still there?’ the 
regulars wanted to know. ‘Fine. 
Then we’re coming back.’

Le Saint Géran has long 
inspired an almost cultish 
loyalty. More than half of its 
guests have stayed before; the 
current record holders are 
a Belgian couple who have 
returned 86 times. ‘They don’t 
have “Le Saint Géran” tattooed 
on their arms,’ says the Harley 
Davidson-riding general 
manager, Charles de Foucault. 
‘But they’re pretty close.’

What is it – apart from the 
charm of old-timers such as 
Preetham – that accounts for 
such fanaticism? True, the 
location is excellent. The beach 
is gorgeous. The hotel has 
always looked the palm-fringed 
part, in a fairly unassuming, 
whitewashed way, and post-
renovation this is truer than 
ever. It has been freshened up 
and some of its proportions 
pleasingly manipulated. There 
are fewer rooms and more 
restaurants. There will be sighs 
of delight over the roasted 
sea bass with pomegranate 
at the pan-Asian Tapasake, 
guaranteed, though I suspect 
the ambitious redesign of La 
Terrasse, ostensibly in the 
manner of plantation-house 

pergolas and somewhat at 
the expense of its ocean view, 
may be more divisive. The 
spa has expanded. The hotel 
was always fantastic for kids 
– endless distractions on land 
and water; vigilant supervision 
– and is now even better. 
Many of the fun flourishes 
remain, such as the spangled 
teepee by Alice Temperley 
and the quaint, teak-decked 
Princess Lisbeth, which once 
served as Her Majesty’s tender 
on Mauritius and is now 
deployed for Champagne-and-
snorkelling expeditions on 
the lagoon.

But it is also true that, these 
days, much the same, give 
or take, could be said of 
half a dozen other hotels on 
Mauritius, which apparently 
has the highest concentration 
of five-star joints of any island 
in the seven seas.

And yet, and yet. Like all great 
hotels, Le Saint Géran is more 
than the sum of its parts. I 
was amused to hear that the 
interior designers had been 
tasked with making the hotel 
resemble a Hermès bag. I failed 
to see any obvious similarity 
between my bedroom – a study 
in crisp, spare, white, cream 
and blue-grey neutrality – and 
the inside of a lady’s holdall.

But the more I thought about 
it, the more the comparison 
came to make a kind of 
sense, if it was understood 
to signify something that is 
durable, practical, perennially 
fashionable and not merely 
admired and enjoyed but 
obsessively, passionately, 
devotedly loved.

Steve King / Traveller © The 
Condé Nast Publications Ltd.

 “THE HOTEL HAS AN 
ALMOST CULTISH 

LOYALTY. MORE 
THAN HALF OF ITS 

GUESTS HAVE 
STAYED BEFORE; 

THE CURRENT 
RECORD HOLDERS 

ARE A BELGIAN 
COUPLE WHO 

HAVE RETURNED 
86 TIMES"
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Top from left to right:
Breakfast dining;  beach relaxation; ariel view of Mauritius

Middle from left to right:
Beach Front Junior Suite Bedroom, Beach, 

Villa One Living Room
Bottom from left to right:

La Pointe Cabanas and swimming pool, Interior at L'Artisan,  
Offroading in Land Rover Private Transfer
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...KICKED UP A NOTCH
Building on One&Only’s 
legacy of luxury, the brand has 
undergone a transformation. 
The result? An evolution of 
three distinct experiences that 
complement what One&Only 
already does so well. With 
options for every ambience and 
mood – city slickers can be in the 
heart of the action at bustling 
Urban Resorts and those who 
prefer indulgent seclusion will 
love the opulent Private Homes.

Perhaps most exciting of all 
is the new Nature Resorts 
collection. Spectacular settings 
are key here – accommodation 
built to have minimal 
environmental impact blends 
seamlessly into dramatic 
landscapes – because preserving 
the local ecosystems and 
communities is a central focus, 
guests can give back via hands-
on immersive experiences.

GORLLA COUNTRY
Be among the first to stay at 
the group’s newest nature 
resorts in Rwanda, one of only 
three countries on earth where 
you can still see endangered 
mountain gorillas. Opening later 
this year, One&Only Gorilla’s 

Nest is nestled in the foothills 
of the Virunga Volcano range. 
Traditional, wooded en-suite 
Rwandan lodges are fitted 
out with creature comforts 
and rustic furnishings, the 
restaurant will serve diverse 
fare made from produce grown 
in the lodge’s garden and the 
spa will offer pampering based 
on African remedies. The lodge 
guarantees all guests an up 
close and personal, once-in-a-
lifetime interaction with one of 
eight local families of majestic 
mountain gorillas in their 
natural habitat.

Continue your journey into 
nature at Nyungwe House, 
situated on a working tea 
plantation at the edge of 
Nyungwe National Park 
where you can find a veritable 
smorgasbord of wildlife. Hidden 
amongst the forest, grassland 
and swamps there are 13 
different species of primates and 
75 different species of mammals. 
Animal lovers can join experts 
on excursions to learn more 
about the rare chimpanzees, 
whilst horticulturalists can 
explore rambling trails fringed 
with exotic flora.

ULTRA
LUXE...
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Opposite page clockwise from top:
Gorilla, Nyungwe House Exteriors, Master 

Suite Bedroom at Nyungwe House
This page clockwise from top:

Beach Hammock and Restaurant both at 
One&Only Reethi Rah, Grand Palm Suite 

Terrace at One&Only The Palm 

ARABIAN DELIGHTS 
Whether couples searching for 
a romantic getaway or families 
looking for activities galore, 
these two long-established 
jewels in the One&Only crown 
has you covered. Boutique 
isn’t what first comes to mind 
when you consider Dubai, but 
visit One&Only The Palm 
and you’ll think differently. 
Peaceful and secluded, yet 
within easy reach of the city, 
this stylish hideaway at the end 
of Palm Island is impressive. 
There are just 90 rooms and 
suites plus 4 beachfront villas, 
a Guerlain spa and impeccable 
service – no need to lift a finger 
with cocktails delivered to 
your lounger. Foodies love the 
three restaurants, overseen by 
Michelin-starred chef Yannick 
Alleno – try the ‘pastry library’ 
at STAY, laid-back al fresco 
at ZEST and Mediterranean 
temptations at 101 Dining 
Lounge & Bar. Bigger, but 
equally outstanding is 

Jumeirah Beach’s One&Only 
Royal Mirage. You essentially 
get three resorts in one 
–there’s the enchanting 
Arabian Court with its 
courtyards and fountains, or 
for total seclusion head for 
the 48-room Residence & 
Spa and its internationally 
acclaimed Health & Beauty 
Institute. The Palace is a firm 
family favourite thanks to its 
spacious, sea-facing suites 
and dedicated KidsOnly club. 
Food-wise, this is gastronomic 
heaven. All nine restaurants 
are outstanding, but be sure 
to try contemporary Indian at 
Nina and mouth-wateringly 
moreish Moroccan at Tajine. 
This year’s hottest table is 
found at recently launched 
DRIFT Beach Club – you’ll 
find an amazing infinity 
pool and delicious, health-
conscious fare served 
with a side of unbeatable 
Dubai views.

ENHANCED BAREFOOT 
ESCAPISM
One&Only and the Maldives 
are already four words 
synonymous with luxury 
and relaxation, but the latest 
additions to One&Only 
Reethi Rah give new meaning 
to this association. Considered 
to be the grande dame of 
Maldivian luxury resorts, 
the hotel is committed to 
constant innovation. The man 
in charge of the last impressive 
face lift, Belgian designer-
architect Jean-Michel Gathy, 
has maintained the same 
unrivalled standard of privacy, 
style and service this time 
round, but with elevated levels 
of luxury.

Duplex Beach Villas with 
Pool have been reimagined 
as Two Villa Residences with 

Pool to include abundant 
greenery, direct access to 
a private stretch of sand, 
outdoor showers, shaded 
verandas, and private pool 
– ideal for families. New 
culinary experiences include 
organic garden-to-fork 
delights at Botanica and a new 
superfoods breakfast menu.
Private sunrise yoga on 
a secluded sandbank and 
starlight massages are new to 
the tranquil Ayurvedic spa, 
whilst ‘foot rehab’ – combining 
yoga and foot massage – is 
a must-try.  The spa itself 
boasts a new courtyard with 
vitality pool, outdoor sauna 
and steam room, and new 
gentleman’s grooming studio 
Barber&Blade offers shaving 
and pampering for the face.
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Barely a 2018 travel-trend 
list has gone by without 
Dominican Republic 
featuring, and thanks to a slick 
recovery from last year’s minor 
hurricane damage, it looks 
set to remain the Caribbean’s 
most visited destination for 
another year. 

This lush island paradise 
boasts a diverse landscape, 
where seemingly endless 
coconut-palm-scattered 
beaches flank exotic rainforests 
that drape over cloud-crested 
mountains. Ultra-luxe 
properties are now emerging 
in some of the country’s most 
alluring and unspoilt locations 
– most recently making way  
for the esteemed Amanera 
amid the natural preserve at 
Playa Grande.

The laid-back resort region 
around Punta Cana on the 
east coast offers golf courses, 
all-inclusives and family 
fun, while the canyons and 
coastline at Puerto Plata in 
the north cater for mountain 
bikers, windsurfers, hikers, 
climbers and whale-watchers.

That said, the Dominican 
Republic is far more than a 
beach destination. Sharing  
the island of Hispaniola 
with Haiti in the west, its 
rich topography boasts a 
natural adventure trail of 
mangrove swamps, arid semi-
desert areas, and the tallest 
mountains in the Caribbean.

An insatiable Spanish 
flavour and infectious buzz 
radiates from its UNESCO-
recognised capital, Santo 
Domingo. Renowned for 
its charming cobblestones, 
colonial-era architecture 
and bars blaring the heady 
rhythms of merengue music, 
the city exudes old world Latin 
America. Contemporary  
hotels sit on ancient 
bougainvillea –lined streets, 
and behind wrought-
iron window grilles, chic 
restaurants serve international 
cuisine alongside traditional 
Dominican street vendors.

It may be a large country by 
Caribbean standards, but 
exploring is a must, to do 
justice to this deservedly 
popular destination. Whether 
you’re here for the beaches, 
the music, the countryside or 
the culture, the Dominican 
Republic in full swing is a  
force to be reckoned with.

REMARKABLE
Republic
Recent years have been kind to the 
Dominican Republic. Having undergone 
a remarkable reinvention, it looks set to 
remain one of the Caribbean's most 
visited destinations.
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Clockwise from top:
Streets of Santo Domingo; beach 
huts; Casita and Casa Grande 
main pool both at Amanera
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